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This paper treats the construction of dual variational principles for non..convcx 
problems using Lagrangian methods. &sides the well-known saddle-point theory, 
there are dualities involving minimizing the Lagrangian in both variables and 
dualities where one first maximizes and then minimizes the Lagrangian in each 
variable. When the primal problem has certain structure. an associated canonical 
Lagrangian is &fined which lcads to the appropriate dual variational principle and 
LO a FIamiltonian description. The propertics of, and correspondence between, the 
critical points are analyzed. The last five sections are devoted to examples of these 
dual principles. 
1. INTRODUC'TION 
There are many problems in mechanics where a number of different 
variational principles are known to describe the same system. Many of these 
involve convex functionals where the different variational principles may be 
considered as dual problems in the sense of convex analysis. There also arc, 
however, some non-convex problems where this occurs. Toland studied one 
of these in 171 and subsequently developed a general theory for some of these 
problems in 18 ] and 19 1. 
In trying to apply this theory to some other physical problems, it 
transpired that a Lagrangian version of the duality described in (8 ] was 
particularly informative. It could, moreover, be generalized to include some 
other classes of dual variational principles. 
The results described here have largely been motivated by the examples 
described in Sections 7-12. The study of these examples inspired some of the 
general results, so it might prove worthwhile to look at the examples first. 
The primal problem is always assumed to be a minimization problem. In 
Section 2, two types of Lagrangian are defined which could be associated 
with the primal problem. Depending on the type, the standard dual problem 
could be either a maximization problem (as in the classical theory) or a 
minimization problem. In certain examples, it was found that there could 
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also be a non-trivial “anomalous” dual problem. These basic definitions and 
constructions are given in Section 2, together with descriptions for canonical 
forms of Lagrangians under various assumptions on the primal functional. 
Section 3 describes the possible types of critical points of the Lagrangians 
and their implications for the dual problems, while Section 4 considers the 
Hamiltonian formulation. In Section 5, we make a detailed study of the finite 
dimensional case under smoothness and convexity assumptions on the 
Lagrangian. Then in Section 6, we generalize many of these results to 
general Ranach spaces and non-differentiable functionals. The last six 
sections are devoted to specific examples of non-convex variational problems 
where this theory applies. 
Whenever a term is used in this paper without deIinition, it should be 
taken in the sense used by Ekeland and Temam in 141. 
2. LAGRANGIANS AND DUAL PRINCIPLES 
Let X, Y bc two real, locally convex, topological vector spaces. Let X”, 
Y:” be their dual spaces and let ( , ) represent the pairing between a space 
and its dual. Suppose f: X --) R is a function. 
The primal problem (.V) is to find 
f1 -= in; l’(x) 
and 
s = (x E x: J’(x) == a }. 
TY is called the value of (9) and an element of S is called a solution of (.?F”,, 
.A function L: X x Y4’ + R is said to be a Lagrangian of type I if, for each 
I in X, 
f(x) = ,,w; L(x, y *). (2.1) 
L is said to be a Lagrangian of type II if, for each x in X, 
J(x) = 4 i;f, L (x, y4: j. I. 
When L is a Lagrangian of type I, the dual variational principle (,9”“) is 
to find 
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where g: Y” + iii is defined by 
g(p) =I ill!, L(x, Jq. (2.3) 
There is also an anomalous dual variational principle (.CP”;) of finding 
and 
where 
When L is a Lagrangian of type 11, the dual variational principle (,P”*) is 
to find 
LI* = ,i$, gcY”) 
and 
where g is again deiined by (2.3). 
The dual problems (9’“) or (,9@) are said to be non-trivial if there arc 
y*“s such that (g(y”‘)( # co, or Ih( # a3, respectively. Note that, so far 
wc have not used any topological, or vector space. properties of X or Y” 
They could be arbitrary sets. 
From these definitions one sees that if L is a Lagrangian of type 3, tht 
dual problem (C.5+*) is a maximization problem and one has the familial 
situation of seeking saddle-points of the Lagrangian. 
When L is a Lagrangian of type II, the dual problem (,‘P*) is nnothel 
minimization problem. If 2 is a solution of (<by) and 4;‘” is a solution o 
(%‘r”*), then (.i?, $*) will minimize .L on X x Y*. A particular problem of thi! 
type was studied by Toland in 171 and a general theory was described in [8 
and 191. The anomalous variational problem (..“i”‘*) is also a minimization 
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problem. ‘The reason for its name is the fact that if .? is a solution of (. 9”)” $* 
is a solution of (S,P”“), then 
f(f) = inf sup r.(x, 4’“) 
xcx Y”El” 
The surprising fact is that these are equal (see the corollary to Lemma 4,. 1) 
under some mild assumptions on I-. 
To illustrate these definitions, it is worthwhile considering some general 
classes of problems which yield non-trivial, dual variational principles of the 
various types. More specific examples are given in the later chapters. 
Consider ,j’: X --+ i? defined by 
f’(s) -= F(x, /lx), (I, i’l .\&.-I 1 
where F: X x Y -+ 6 is a given function and A: X --) Y is a continuous linear 
operator. 
Very often 
J’(s) = “/; (Ax) --t f&u). (2.6) 
where J; and Jz arc given functionals. 
One says that F is convex on X (or Y) if, for each J in Y (respectively, .y 
in X), I;‘(., JI) (F(x, .)) is convex on X (or Y). Similarly, F is concave on :W 
(or Y) if ---k’ is convex on X (or Y). 
Also F is lower semi-continuous (1.s.c.) on X iF, for each ~1 in Y, F(.? y) is 
1.s.c. on X. Similarly, WC define upper semi-continuity (u.s.c.) on X and 
upper and lower semi-continuity on Y. If X is a Banach space then J’ is said 
1.0 be weakly I.s.c. (or U.S.) on X if it is 1s.~. (u.s.c.) on .X when X has the 
weak topology. 
When f: X ,--+ k is a given functional, its polar is the functiorrai 
f*: X’k + fi defined by 
j-(.x*) = sup 1(x, x'l:) '--j-(x)]" 
XEX 
In this paper we’shall also need to define partial polars. Let F: X X Y--+ ij 
bc given. Then’P: X x Y’l’ + n and F#: X* x Y-+ p are defined by 
Fyy, y”) :-.= sup I(y, J)*j -- F(x, y) 1 
YE 1’ 
and 
FIY(x’I-, y) == sup I(.v. x”k j - F(.x, J,)]. 
.rex 
(2.7) 
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These operations may be iterated and we shall write F”# for (F’)# and F#O 
for (F#y. They are proper and non-trivial under conditions similar to those 
which imply f * is proper and non-trivial. 
When F is given and obeys various convexity (or concavity) and 
continuity conditions there are natural Lagrangians associated with (,.P). 
Here, and henceforth, we shall always assume that F, L and their various 
polars are proper. 
Cclse I. Assume F is convex and I.s.c. on Y for each x in X. 
Define L: Xx Y*+R by 
qx, y”) = (Ax, 4’“) - Fyx, f”). 
This is a Lagrangian of type I because 
sup L(x, JJ”) = FoO(x, /4x) 
)I’EY’ 
and the right-hand side is F(x, nx) from Proposition 1.4.1 of 141. 
The dual variational principle (Y’k) is to find 
P-8) 
a* = sup g(J+), 
Y’CY’ 
where 
g(y*) = 21 L(x, y”) = -F”(-ll*y*, y”) (2.9) 
from an elementary computation. This is the classical dual variational prin- 
ciple for convex functionals and has been extensively studied. Note that in 
this construction we haven’t required that F bc convex on XX Y. 
The anomalous dual variational principle (9@) is to find 
where 
h(p) = sup L(x, JJ*> = F(, *JFt, 4’“). 
XEX 
(2.10) 
When the Lagrangian is coercive on X (as is often the case for convex 
functionals F), this functional h will be trivial. In Section 10 we shall 
describe some problems where h is non-trivial. 
Case II. Assume I: is convex and 1.s.c. on X for each ~1 in Y. 
Define L: XxX*-+n by 
L(x,x*)=(x,x*)-F#(x”,Ax). (2.1 I ) 
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This is a Lagrangian of type I as 
sup L(x, x*) - sup 1 (x. x*j -- P(.Vk. .Ix) \ 
X’ CX’ X’EX’ 
= F#“(x, Ax). 
which equals F(x, Ax) as before. 
In this case the dual functionals g: X”; -+ lli and h: X:” --+ fi given by 
g(-P) = in;, [(x, 2’:) - P(.P, Ax) 1 
and 
may be defined but, unfortunately, do not have a simple expression in terms 
of F. -:- 
Suppose now that /1 and n * arc surjective and that L: X x Y’* --+ !!i is 
defined by 
In this expression rl*y”: replaces x8 in the right-hand siclc of (2.11). Thi:; 
Lagrangian is again of type I, since /i’K is surjective and I+’ is convex and 
kc. on X. 
The dual functional g: Y” + m defined by (2.3) is 
g(y”)-=- J$ I(y,y”)-FF”(/1:‘:.l’“,y)/ 
= .--(-.-p)O (/I *f!:, --v”), (2.13) 
where the first equality holds because 11 is surjective and the second follows 
by converting the inf to a sup. 
The anomalous dual functional 11: Y’k --+ k defined by (2.4) is 
{Z. 14.) 
Case III. Assume E’ is concave and U.S.C. on Y for each x in X. Defrnc 
L:Xx Y*+ni by 
L(.x, y”:) = (Ax, y*> -+ (4)‘; (.x, --y.“), (2.15) 
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This is a Lagrangian of type II as 
inf L(x, JJ”‘) = - SUP [-(AX, y”) -- (-F!” (xv --V”‘>l 
y*EY* y’ c Y’ 
= -(-F>“” (x, Ax) 
= qx, Ax) 
as (---F)(x, .) is convex and 1.s.c. on Y for each x in X. 
This time, the dual functional g: Y* + n defined by (2.3) is 
g( J”‘:) = in; [(Ax, y *> + (--F)” (x, -.v”)] 
= .-- wz I-(x, A”:y*) - (-F)o (x, -y”)l 
=-l(.-F)O]#(--/1*4’:‘:,.-Y:‘:). (2.16) 
Case IV. Assume F is concave and U.S.C. on X for each y in Y. Define 
L:XxX”:-tIFi by 
L(x, x*> = (x, x:‘:) + (-F)” (-x>b, Ax). (2.17) 
This is a Lagrangian of type II because 
,jhl;. qx, x”) - - *ml, (-(x, x*> - (--F)” (- -x*, Ax)) 
= ---(-Fy (x, As) = l,‘(x, Ax) 
as (---F)(., y) is convex and I.s.c. on X for each .r in Y. 
The dual functional g: X” + n is delined by (2.3) so 
g(P) = inf; 1.(x. x:‘c> + (-F)# (-..x*, Ax)j. (2.18) 
Once again there doesn’t appear to be a simple expression for g in terms of F 
and its partial polars unless A is 1 - 1 and surjective. 
When A and A * are surjective, we could define L: X x Y* .-+ n by 
L(x, Jq = (Ax, p> $- (--F)” (-A *y:“, Ax). (2.19) 
Here ,‘kyg’ replaces x8’ in the right-hand side of (2.17) and, since A*’ is 
surjectivc, L is again a Lagrangian of type 11. 
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In this case the dual functional g: Y* + R’i defined by (2.3) is 
g(y*) = .- ;i; l-(4’, y*) - (.-..F)‘f (--A *JS*, yj] 
= .-(-J)” (--/i ti:,p, -.,,:I:)” (2.2.o;l 
where we have used the surjectivity of A in the first equality. 
Thus we have shown that if F is convex and I.s.c. in either variable, there 
is a Lagrangian of type I associated with the problem. When 4; is concave 
and U.S.C. in either variable there is a Lagrangian of type II associated with 
the problcrn. In particular, when I: is convex and 1.s.c. in one variable and 
concave and U.S.C. in the other, one may construct Lagrangians of both 
types. The different Lagrangians yield different dual variational principles. 
When f’has the special from (2.6), these formulas simplify further and the 
Lagrangian has one of the forms 
L(x. x”) = (x,x*) + I,(x) -+ I&:‘:) 
where 2,, I, are given functionals. 
Cnse 1. Assumcf, is convex and I.s.c. on Y. Then 
L(x, 4’“) := (Ax, J+‘:) f fz(X) -.f;(p), 
K(4’“) = +yp) .__. f’f(..-/f %p), 
and 
/(p) = -ffQ&) + (... f?)” (A :k,/,:‘:). 
Cuse II. Assume.f is convex and 1.s.c. on X. Then 
L(x. x:‘:) = (x,x”:> +J,(Ax) --f”(x*) 
when 1, is defined by (2.1 I). 
When n and ,4 ‘I’ are surjective (2.12) yields 
/,(x, y”) = (Ax, pj -t-f,(h) -J’f(A “y”) 
so 
and 
(2.2 k ) 
j2.22) 
(2.22) 
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Case 111. Assumef, is concave and U.S.C. on Y. Then 
L(x, y*> = (Ax, y*> + (--f,)* (-ye) +.&(x) 
and (2.24) 
g(y”) = (-f,)* (-y>k) -J’f(--/l *y*). 
Case IV. Assumef, is concave and U.S.C. on X. Then 
L(x, x*> = (x, x*> + j-,(/ix) + (-f2)” (-x*) (2.25) 
when L is defined by (2.17). 
When /1 and n * are surjective (2.19) becomes 
L(x, y+> = (Ax, y:“) -kf,(AX) + (+*)* (-A”:.y*). (2.26) 
This time g(y’“) = -f:(-JI*) + (-f)* (-/1 *y*). 
Note that in cases I and II, when f is given by (2.6), the usual dual 
functional is always the sum of two concave functionals. The dual 
functionals in cases III and IV and the anomalous functionals in cases I and 
II are always the difference of two convex functionals. 
In cases I and II, the Lagrangian is of type 1; in cases 111 and IV it is of 
type II. 
3. CRITICAL POINTS OF LAGRANGIANS 
When one has dual variational principles, the solutions of the dual 
problems are special critical points of the Lagrangian. In this section we 
shall describe these relationships. 
Let L: XX Y” + fi be a given function. 
A point (2, y”“‘) is said to be a saddle-point of L if 
for all x in X, y y’ in Y”‘. 
Some well-known results in the theory of convex duality may bc 
summarized as follows (cf. 14, Proposition 111.3.11 although we do not 
assume any convexity in this version). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let L be u Lagrangiun of type I. Then (2, $*) is a 
saddle-point of L iJIs 2 is a solution oJ’ (.U), j” is a solution of (9:‘:) and 
(r = (;I4:. 
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ProoJ Choose x” in X, ~7:‘: in Y*. Then 
f(2) -- g( y”) = sup L (.T, 4’) -- in!, I, (x, Y” ) 
)‘EY. 
When (-2. 5”:) is a saddle-point of L one has, from (3.1) and the detinitions 
OfS, g, that 
Combining this with (3.2) one hasJr(Z)=L($ JF) := g($;“). Thus ,f is a 
solution of (,V), 1:” is a solution of (.y”“‘) and U- u*. 
Conversely, if .? is a solution of (,9+). $‘k is a solution of (,.P’k) and u == LY’~‘, 
then J’(Z) = g( 4;:“). 
From the definitions of.f, g one has 
sup q.4, ?‘) = in! L(x, $:‘:) < L(f, ,y: ). 
I’EP’ 
Thus 
Similarly, 
for ail .x in X. 
Thus (3.1) holds or (-2, $*) is a saddle-point of 1;. 1 
When L is given, we define the partial subdifferentials all-(.?. p4’> and 
t!,L(B, $‘k) as follows: 
2) E a, I$. JF) if 1~ E X * 
and 
and 
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From (3.1) one sees that (2, y^*) is a saddle-point of L iff 
0 E a, L(.f, g*) and 0 E &(-L)(.?, 4;*>. 
A point (2, 4;:“) is said to be a &critical point of L if 
(3.3) 
0 E 8, L(f, Jv) and 0 E a?L(Z, J?*>. (3.4) 
From the definitions of a,.& and 8,L one sees that (x^, j*) is a ii-critical 
point of L iff 
L(s, -P) > L(x^, 4;:‘:) for all s in X, 
and (3.5) 
L(2, y*> > L(i, u”*) for all ~7~’ in Y”. 
Note that if 0 E aLI.2, a*) then (2, j*) is a ii-critical point of L on 
,I’ x Y* and, in fact, L(.$?, yA*) is the infimum of L on X X Y”. However. 
(2, j*) may be a &critical point of L on XX Y”’ without. minimizing L on 
,V x Y*:. When (2, 9’“) is a &critical point of L, Toland 171 calls f and 3”: 
“critical points in duality.” 
LEMMA 3.2. u L is a Lagrangian of type II and (a, 9:“) is a &critical 
poinl of L, then J’(Z) = g($*) = L(Z, $*). 
Proof. The fact that 0 E c-?,L(,u^, j*) implies L(x, I;“) > L(,f, j*) for all 
x E X. Thus g($‘“) = inf,,, L(x, 9”) = L(S $*). 
Similarly, 0 E ii,L(,e, j*) implies f(x^) = inf,.,, L(+ J]) = Lj.?, 4;“) SO 
,f(2) = g(J?“‘) = L(.?, 9”). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let L be a Lagrarzgian of type II, then a = a*. A point 
(2, J?) minimizes L on X X Y* UfZ is a solution 0J (CP), 9” is a solution oj 
(,y:@) arld L(*<, J?*) = ~1 = 6”. 
Proql: One has 
so LI = a8’ as one can take the infima in either order. 
Suppose (2, J?*‘) minimizes L on X x Y*. Then 
L($, J::':)= inf, ,f(X)= id-, g(J'*). (3.6) 
Thus L(i, ,g?“‘) == a = a *. Moreover, from the definition of,/; 
Combining this with (3.6) one has f’(a) .= inf,,,XJ’(?c) or 2 is a, solution of 
(9)~ SimiZarly, 4;:” is a solution of (,.Pzi:). 
Conversely, if 2 is a solution of (.U), then 
for any 5 in X. 
Thus L(x, y”) > u for any x in X, 41”; in Y’*. But iL = L(& 9’“) by 
assumption so (2, jF) minimizes L on X X Y+ as required. 1 
Prooj: Suppose .f is a solution of (,9). Then 
From kernma 3.2 one has, since (2, 4;“:) is a &critical point, that 
Therefore Theorem 3.3 implies that I;* is a solution of (.V*‘) as (2, $“:) 
rninimizcs L on X X Y”‘. 
Statements (ii) and (iii) then follow. Similarly (ii) implies (i) and (iii). The 
fact that. (iii) implies (i) and (ii) comes from Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. Let {(x,,, vz): II > 1 } be a minimizing sequence for L with 
L (x,, * y,T j -+ a0 = inf xx ys L(x, y*:) as it -+ co. 
5 Luppose c > uO, then there exists N such that {(x,;, ui:): II > N} CI E!.. 
‘Thus there is a convergent subsequence ((xllk, Y;:~)\ converging to a poim 
(2, j;‘k) in E,., since E, is sequentially compact. 
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Since L is 1.s.c. on X X YZk, one has 
Thus (2, y’r) minimizes L on X X Y*, and Theorem 3.3 implies that 2 is a 
solution of (,.“i”) and y”* is a solution of (..Y*). 
When c=aO, any element of E,. provides a pair of solutions of (~9) and 
(,Y*). When c < ao, E, must be empty. 
It is quite easy to construct examples of Lagrangians of type IT where the 
primal problem has a solution but the dual problem does not. An example 
with X = Y* = R ’ is L(x, y) = 1x” + e --“. Then J(x) = ix’, g(v) = e .” and 
a = a* = 0. Here (<P) has the solution 0 but g does not attain its infimum. 
A point 2 in X is said to be critical point of a functionalf’: X+ n iff is 
Gateaux-differentiable at j2 and 
Ly(2) = 0 in X”. (3.7) 
Here IIf(-f) is the Gateaux-derivative offat 2. 
Similarly, a point (2, 9”) in XX Y* is said to be a critical point of the 
Lagrangian L if L is Gateaux-differentiable at (a, 8”) with respect o both x 
and y* separately and 
D,L(2, p*) = 0 in X’“, 
D,L(2, y’c) = 0 in Y* *. 
(3.8) 
Here D,, D2 denote partial Glteaux-derivatives on X, Y”, respectively. 
LEMMA 3.6. rf’f: X + iiT is G&eaux-dl@rentiable at 2 and l E 8f(x”) 
then < = Df(2). 
ProuJ When l E as(Z) one has 
J’(2 + th) -J‘(2) > t(& h) 
for any t E R, h E X. Divide by t and let t + 0’. Then 
W(-$ h) G Cl, hj, 
or 
@J’(-<) - ti h) Z 0 for all h in X. 
Thus DF(2) = < as h is arbitrary. 
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COROLLARY 1. rf’ (2, J?*) is either a saddle-poinl qf 1, or a krilica!’ 
point of L and L is partially G&eaux-differentia6le al (2, G*), then (2, $‘i’) is 
a crilical point of L. 
Prooj: When (2, 9”) is a saddle-point of L, (3.3) and the lemma imply 
D, L(P. 4;“;) = 0 and --D2 L@. jq = 0. 
Thus (2, p*) is a critical point of L. 
When (2, f”;) is a J-critical point, the result follows from (3.4). 
COROLLARY 2. Lel (2, y^*) be either a saddle-point or a &critical poinl 
oJ’ 1,. I” J’(g) is Ga”teaux-dij@rentiable at x’($“), then iIf == Ca 
(I&( f*) := 0). 
Prooj: Let (2, F4’) be a saddle-point of L. From (3.1 ),f(x) >&f) for all 
?c in X. Thus 0 E 2/(2) and the lemma implies 2 is a critical point. 
Similarly for g or when (2, j*) is a a-critical point. 
One would like to have the analog of Corollary 2 when (2, p*) is a 
gcncral critical point of L. To do this one usually has to make more 
assumptions on L, f and R. 
Consider the following conditions: 
(Dl) There exist a neighborhood U of 2 in X and a function 
{: U-3 Y” such that c(2) = J:‘t: and 
.f(x) = w, T(x)), for .x in U. 
(II%) There exist a neighborhood V of 4;:” in 1’” and a function 
q: V --+ X such that ~(9’“) = 2 and 
g(P) = L(rl(P), P), for y”: in F’. 
A function J’: X--t fi is said to be C-differentiable at 2 in X if for an:y 
curve c: (---6,6) + X, which is continuously differentiable and obeys c(0) = .C-. 
one has that f 0 c: (-4,s) + k is differentiable at 0 and the derivative d/d‘/ 
,f‘W))!,, o =: (i, c'(O)), w h ere c’(O) E X is the derivative of c at 0. 
Then I’; is called the derivative ofJ’ at 2 and one writes DJ(?) -= 5. 
When J is C-differentiable at f then it is Gtea,ux-differentiable as the 
latter only requires differentiability along straight lines. 
LEMMA 3.7. Suppose L is C-dij$erenliable in (1 neighbourhood of (a, .ii”) 
in X X )14’ and (.?, Jo”‘) is a crilical .point of I-. A.rsume (D I) holds and < is 
corttinuous[y Ga^teaux-di#~rentiable n ar .<. Then S is a critical paint qf’j: 
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PruoJ Consider 4: (-6, ii) -+ !? defined by 
4(t) = L(2 + th, ~$2 + th)) 
for some h in X. Consider the curve c: (-6,s) +X >( Y* defined by 
c(t) = (2 + th, <(.? + th)). 
Then since 5 is continuously Gateaux-differentiable, c is continuously 
differentiable and c’(0) = (h, D&Z) h), w h ere D&Z) is the Griteaux derivative 
of 5 at i. 
Since g(t) = L(c(t)) and L is C-differentiable, there is a [E X”: x Y*‘l 
such that 4’(O) = (5, c’(O)). 
Write c= (5,) &), then 5, = D,L(Z, p*) and cl = D,L(,t, $*), where the 
right-hand sides are the partial Gateaux-derivatives. Thus 5= (0,O) as 
(2, 9’“) is a critical point and consequently $‘(O) = 0. But 4(t) =f’(a i- rh) 
from (Dl) so f is Gateaux-differentiable at 2 and (Of(Z), h) = 0 for any h 
in X. 
Thus the lemma holds. 
COKOLLAHY. Suppose L us in Lemma 3.6 and (D2) holds. J!! 11 is 
continuously Ga”teaux-dlyferentiable near ~1 ’ * then .iy* is a critical point ofg. 
H emu-k. When one replaces g by h in (D2) then one can replace g by h 
in this corollary. 
4. HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION 
Many studies of dual variational principles in a.pplied analysis (see, e.g., 
Arthurs 1 l] and the references therein) take as their starting point a version 
of Hamilton’s equations. In such formulations there is a special linear 
operator A and they restrict attention to functionals f of the form (2.5). 
When .L is a Lagrangian for a variational principle, the associated 
Hamiltonian is Ii: XX Yy’ -+ m defined by 
H(x, 4’“) = (/lx, p> - L(x, y”). (4-l) 
In each of the special cases described in Section 2, the Hamiltonian may 
be described in terms of the polars of F. Namely: 
Case I II III IV 
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In cases II and IV we have assumed that A and A * are surjective. When x’ 
has the form (2.6), the Hamiltonian is separable with 
H(x, 4’:‘:) = h,(x) -t h2(Jq (42) 
and h, , h, are given below: 
Case 1 II III IV 
h,(x) I -./5(x’) -J;W) -f;@) --:f,W) 
h,(y") LIZ f:(p) f:'(,4"'v:") -(-f,)* (.-y:":, -.(..,f5):" (,q ";,'") 
Note that h, is convex in cases I and II and concave in cases III and IV 
and no special assumptions have been made on h, a From (3.3) and (4.1 j one 
sees that (2, .P*) is a saddle point of L iff 
and 
Similarly from (3.4) and (4. I), ($9’“) is a &critical point of L iff 
-/J :y* E a,(-H)(.$ j”‘) 
and 
--A2 E L?,(--H)(i, .v”* j. 
(4.4) 
Also (a, 4:‘“) is a critical point of L iff H is partially GPteaux- 
differentiable at (2, J:*) and 
(4.5) 
These are the usual abstract forms of Hamilton’s equations as used,! for 
example, in \I]. 
When a Hamiltonian II is given, the functionals f, g and iz may be 
computed directly. From (4.1) one has 
L(x, 4’“) = (Ax, y”) -- H(x, y”:). (4.6) 
When L is a Lagrangian of type I, then 
j-(x) = sy L(x, y”) = H’(x, Ax), (4.1) 
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and 
g(J)*) = i;fL(X, y’“) = - “Ljp I-((ix, JJ*) + H(X, J’“)] 
= -(-H)” (-/i *:y*, y*) 
h(p) = sup L(x, y*> = H#(PJJ:y”, y*). 
X 
When L is a Lagrangian of type IT, similar computations yield 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
= -,P(x, /lx), (4.10) 
where ~Z’(x, JY*) = -H(x, JJ*). In this case g is again defined by (4.8) or 
g(p) = -($+-A :ky*, p>. 
For Lagrangians of type II, we shall use ,G?+ instead of H. Moreover, one 
sees that if one is given L, H or 3, then one may derive the primal and dual 
problems quite easily. 
The Hamiltonian theory of saddle-points is well known. Here WC shall 
concentrate on the Hamiltonian theory for anomalous duality and when L is 
a Lagrangian of type IT. 
The anomalous dual variational principles for a Lagrangian of type I may 
be interpreted when they are in Hamiltonian form. 
A point (2, 9’“) is said to bc an anomalous critical point of L if 
and 
A sufficient, but not ncccssary, condition that this holds is 
(A *y14:, A2) E c?H(& 4;“). (4.12) 
When A = d/d& A * = -d/dt, this is precisely the definition of 
Hamiltonian inclusion as used in Clarke [lo]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let L be a Lagrangian of type 1 and H be the 
corresponding Hamiltonian. Then 
(i) Ax E a, H(x, ~7”) implies f’(x) = L(x, 4;*) < h(y*) and 
(ii) A *y* E a,H(Z, y’“) implies h(y*) = L(f, y*) <I(Z). 
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Proqj: (i) When Ax E a2H(x, y*) one has 
H(x, 4’4:) > H(x, j”) + (2’” - 4;*, Ax) for any y:” in Y”. 
Thus (Ax, Jld’ j - N(x, y*) < (/ix, y*) - kf(x, 9”). 
Taking the supremum over Y”, and using the definition of h, one has 
f(x) = L (x, 4;“‘) < h( .T*) 
as required. 
Similarly for (ii). 
COROLLARY. Let L be a Lagrangian of type 1. If’ (2, y^*) is an 
anomalous critical point oJ’ L, then J(2) = h(g*) = L(.?, p’i’ j. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let L be a Lagrangian oJm type 1 and (a, f*) be cl?! 
unomalous critical point of L. Suppose L is purtiully G&eau.x-d&ferentiable 
at (2, $*), then (2, j:“) is a critical point of L. 
ProoJ One has 
r- ’ IL@ + th, J?+) .- (L(.?, j*) 1 
=r: (Ah, y*j - t .‘[H(Z + th, $*) -- H(T, $“)I. 
Since L is partially Glteaux-differentiable at (2, $*), one has that the lcft- 
hand side converges to a limit (&j, h) as t does to 0. Thus 
Lim t 
r-+0 
’ Ifl(-< + I,$, f”) -- H(2. 9”) 1 = (A *p* -- (, h) 
for all h in X. 
But A *J?* E a,H(.$, $*), so from Lemma 3.6 one has 
Combining this with the previous equation one finds r= 0 1711 
L), L(2, $‘fi) = 0. Similarly for Dz L(2, 9”). 
When (2, J?‘~) is a critical point of L then, provided I, is C-differentiable 
on a neighborhood of (x’, J7*) and (Dl) holds, .? will be a critical poinl. trfj 
from Lemma 3.7. Similarly, when the analog of (D2) holds with g replacing 
12 then $” will be a critical point of g. 
The following identities are also important. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let (2, I?*) be an anomalous criticalpoint ofL. Theu 
(i> H(2, p*) + HO@, Aa) = (/Ii, Jv), 
(ii) H($ p> + H#(/j *JY:, u^*) = (/la, p”). 
(4.13) 
Prooj: From the definition of polar 
H(2, p> + fly?, Aa) > (A?, y*> 
for all ~7” in Yy’ with equality holding if and only if 
Ai E a, H(2, 9’“). 
Thus (i) holds as (2, 3’“) is an anomalous critical point. (ii) is proven 
similarly. 
When L is a Lagrangian of type II, the individual relationships in (4.4) 
have important consequences. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let L be a Lagrangian of type II, H be lhe corresponding 
Hamiltonian and A?’ = --II, 
(i) f--A *y* E a,R(Z y”“) fhen g(y”*) > J(Z), and 
(ii) if -Ax” E 8$P’(Z, I;“) then f(f) > g(.i;*). 
Proof. (i) If -A *‘4;*: E a,A?‘(Z, J?*) and x E X, then 
hqx, J7”) > LP(.c, v’“) - (x - 2, n “4;“). 
Thus L(x, J?) > L(2, J”:) for any x in X. Therefore g(G*) = L(f, ?*) >J(?). 
Similarly for (ii). 
COROLLARY. When L is a Lugrangian oJ type II and (4.4) holds then 
f(2) = g(p) = L(2, 9”‘). 
This follows from (i) and (ii) of Lemma 4.4 and is the same result as 
Lemma 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let (& y^*) be a &critical point of L. Then 
(9 ,;;r(x”, J?“) + ,F#(--/1 *c*, j?) = -{/ia, y) and 
(ii) Ay.2, p> + ‘zy?, -/la> = -(Ax, y*>. 
(4.14) 
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Prooj: From the definition of A?‘” one has 
,p+(+f y*, 4;:‘:) = sup \-(A:“y’:, x) + q,. y”)l 
XEX 
= - inf L.(x, 4;“:) 
XEX 
from (4. I ), 
as (a, p”) is a &critical point of L. Using (4.1) again one has (i). 
Similarly for (ii). 
THEOREM 4.6. Suppose L is a Lagrangian qj’ t.vpe I, A: X -+ Y is a 
continuous linear operator and H is the corresponding Hamiltonian. Suppo,~ 
H is U.S.C. on X for each y*’ in Y” and on Y* jbr each x in X; that J’(x) .y: 
EP(x, Ax) and h( y”:) = H”‘(A *y:‘:, ~1’“) are non-trivial .fitnctionals and that 
lhe sets 
EC{-- (xEX:f(x)<c,} and H,., = ( y” E Y:‘:: h(y:“) ,< cz/ 
are sequetztiaily compact and non-ernptJ1 for some c! and cz. ‘Then (3) and 
(. #Y “) hate solutions. 
YroqJ From the definitions 
f(x) = H”(x, Ax) = sup [(x, A *y:k) -- 11(x, J+) I. 
r’ 
If Ii is U.S.C. on X for each .y* in Yzir, thenfis 1.s.c. on X. Similarly, h will be 
I.s.c. on Y’“. 
If E,, is sequentially compact and non-empty for some c, , then since .f in: 
1.s.c. on X, one has that (,?) has a solution .?. Similarly for (.V’“‘)* 
5. FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASES 
The theory has a particularly nice form when X and Y are finite dimen- 
sional. We shall focus most attention in this section on the ancimalous dual 
principles for Lagrangians of type I and on duality for Lagrangians of 
type II, since ordinary saddle--point duality has been so thoroughly studied. 
The results described here may be compared wit.h Ekeland 1 i 1 1, where a 
different theory is developed. 
Assume first that one has a Lagrangian L: II?” x lHfl’ --f ii-‘! rrf type i a.nd 
definef and h by (2.1) and (2.4) so that 
h(yj= SUP L(x,JJ). 
XElli" 
(5.2) 
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Let D,(D,) be the sets in R”(Rm) on whichf(h) is finite and assume: 
(Ll) For each x in D/., there is a unique r(x) in IRm such that 
f(x) = U-G <(x)1. (5.3) 
(L2) For each ~7 in D,, there is a unique v(y) in R” such that 
h(J’) =L(V(Y)v 4’). V-4) 
LEMMA 5.1. Assume that L as above obeys (Ll)-(L2). Suppose (2, ~7) is 
a critical point of L, that L is Ck on an open neighborhood of (&4;), that .? is 
an interior point of D, and j is an interior point of D, and that <, q are Ck- 
functions on neighborhoods of .f, j, respectively, with k > 1. Then 2 is a 
critical point off and 4; is a critical point of h. 
ProoJ Applying the chain rule to (5.3) one has 
L’f (2) = D, L(Z, r(Z)) + D, L(.$ <(a)) D<($) = 0 
since &I?) = ~7 and (2, 9) is a critical point of L. 
Similarly for h. 
When f: IF?” + m has a critical point 2 and f is C* on an open 
neighborhood of & the type of the critical point may be described by the 
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix D’s($). 
The critical point 2 is said to be non-degenerate if 
det D’J’(.?) # 0. 
When the critical point 2 is non-degenerate, the (Morse) index i(.?) of x” is 
defined to be the number of negative eigenvalues of D’f(Z). 
P will be a local minimum iff i(Z) = 0 and it will be a local maximum iff 
i(Z) = n. 
The surprising fact is that if (2, 3) is a critical point of L and ,G(y^) are 
non-degenerate critical points off, (h), respectively, then their indices are 
related. To prove this one needs the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let the assumptions of Lemma 5.1 hold with k > 2, and 
that 4; = C(Z?) and 2 = q(j). Let 
(5.5) 
with A and B non-singular. Then 
and 
Dff(Z)=A -AB-‘A” 
D*h(y^)=B-A’“A-‘A. 
(5.6) 
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Prooj: From the definition of <, one has that there is a neighborhood Ci 
of 2 in IF<” such that 
D,L(x, r(x)) f 0 for x in U. 
Here ,!I? represents differentiation with respect to .Y. 
Differentiating each component of this with respect to -Y,~ one h-as 
for all x in U and 1 < j < n, 1 < k < m. 
Let E(x) = (E,(x)) h avc components E&X) = a&)/,?,~,~. Then putting 
.x = 2 in (.5.7j and using (5.5) one has 
A * + BE(i) = 0. (5.8) 
Similarly, using the definition of q and letting N(J)) be the matrix whose 
(k, 0th entry is N,,,(p) = Jqk(y)/@, one finds that 
A + AN( .i;) = 0. (5.9’) 
Moreover, for all x in U one has 
Evaluating this at 2 one finds 
where A has entries aij and Ai, is the (j, k)th entry of /i. Thus in matrix 
form, using (.5.8), one has 
D ?J‘(2) = A -- AB ‘A *. 
Similarly, D’h(y^) = B + /i*N(y^) =B --n *,& l/i. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let the ussumptions of Lemma 5.2 hold with n = m and 
assume that either A or B is negative-definite and thut A is non-singular. 
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Then -i? is a non-degenerate critical point off iff 9 is a non-degenerate critical 
point of h. When this holds, then i(Z) = i(B). 
ProoJ Assume A is negative-definite. Then from the theory of 
diagonalization of quadratic forms, there is a non-singular matrix V such 
that 
p/j v = -1 
and (5.10) 
V”/iB -‘A*v= D, 
where D is a diagonal matrix and I is the n X n identity. 
Thus Dtf(i) is congruent to the matrix -(I + D) and from Sylvester’s 
law x^ is non-degenerate iff (f + 0) is non-singular and the Morse index of 2 
is the number of negative eigenvalues of -(.f I- 0). 
From (5.10) one has A-‘=--VP and B=/I*VD ‘PA. Thus 
D’h($) =A”:V(D ’ + I) V’icll. 
Since V*I1 is non-singular, this says D’h(4:) is congruent to (D - ’ + Z) 
and so J? is non-degenerate iff (I + .D ‘) is non-singular and the Morse index 
of 9 is the number of negative eigenvalues of I ,-i- D ‘. 
Thus 2 and 3 are non-degenerate iff - 1 is not an eigenvalue of D and the 
Morse index of both +%? and $ is the number of eigenvalues of D which are 
greater than -- 1. 
When B is negative-detinite, one interchanges the roles of A and B. 1 
This result may be applied to problems where the anomalous dual 
variational principles are well defined. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose (a,$) is a critical point of a Lagrangian L and 
the assumptions of the theorem hold. Then a non-degenerate critical point .? 
off is a local minimum (maximum) off iff 9 is non-degenerate and a local 
minimum (maximum) of h. 
ProoJ: From the theorem 2 is non-degenerate iff 9 is non-degenerate and 
i(i) = i(i). Thus i(i) = 0 iff i(y”) = 0 so local minima correspond. Similarly 
if i(.t) = i(y) = n. I 
It is instructive to see how the usual dual variational principles fit into this 
rramework. Suppose g: If?” -+ m is defined by 
and D, is the essential domain of g. Consider (L3): For each J’ in D,, there 
is a unique p(y) in II?” such that 
g(Y) = Lcu(Y)~ Y). (5.12) 
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Then if (L3) replaces (L.2) and g, ,D replace h, q the analogs of Lemmas 
5.1 and 5.2 hold. 
Usually for saddle-point problems such as this, one assumes 1, is strictly 
convex in x near 2 and strictly concave in 4’ near 9 when (2, 8) is a critical 
point of L. This implies A is positive-definite and B is negative-definite. Thus 
D’J(Z) will be positive-definite or ,? is necessarily a local minimum. 
Similarly, D2h($) is negative-definite and 5 must be a local maximum. 
When L: R” x R” + D is a Lagrangian of type Il, assume 
(5.17) 
and let g be defined by (5.11). 
Let D., and D, be defined as before. Once again if (L3) replaces (L2) and 
g,p replace h, q the analogs of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 hold. The analog ol’ 
Theorem 5.3 is the following. 
TIII:.OK~I 5.4. Assume L obeys (Ll) and (L3) und y1= m. Let (Z. j;) be 
a critical point of L and the ussumptions of .lkmma 5.2 hold with g,/j 
replucing h, v. Assume either A or R is positive--dejinite and A is non 
sing&r. Then ,u^ is a rton-degenerate critical point C$ Jf iJJ $ is a non 
degenerate critical point of h. In this cuse i(i) == i(c). 
ProgJ’: The only difference from the proof of Theorem 5.3 is that now 
PA V = I and thus D’J‘(Z) is congruent to I -- D. 
The index of ,? is the number of eigcnvalues of D less than 1. 
Moreover, the corollary to Theorem 5.3 also applies here so local minima 
and maxima are in correspondence. 
6. CORRESPONDENCE OF CIWICAL Pours 
In the preceding sections, we saw that if (2, f”‘) is a critical point of the 
Lagrangian L,, then, subject to certain technical conditions, A? an.d ,9”: arc 
critical points of a functional and its dual. Moreover, when X and Y* were 
of the same finite dimension and one considered either anomalous dual prin- 
ciples, or Lagrangians of type II, then the critical points were of the: same 
type. 
In this section WC shall try to obtain other results along these lines when X 
and Y” are not necessarily finite dimensional. Theorem 3.4 already 
embodies one such result and says that for Lagrangians of type Ii their 
global minima are in correspondence. 
TO describe these results we shall need certain conditions on L. 
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(Ll) L(x, u*) > --co for each x in X, y* in Y’l. 
(L2) L(., v*) is I.s.c. on X for each y* in Y* and L(x, a) is 1s.~. on 
Y* for each x in X. 
(L3) L(., v*) is convex on X for each Jlzk in Y*. 
(L4) L(x, .) is convex on Y” for each x in X. 
As in Section 4, let ,E X x Y* -+ w be defined by 
<T(X, p> = L(x, y”) - (Ax, y*>. (6.1) 
One observes that if /1: X-+ Y is continuous, then ,F obeys (Llk(L4) 
whenever L does. 
Suppose G: X+ R is a given functional and aG: X + 2” is its subdif- 
ferential. 8G is said to be set-valued U.S.C. at a point 2 in X if for any 
neighborhood V of aG(.?) in X’” there is a neighborhood U of 2 such that 
Consider the continuity conditions: 
(L5) 3,L#(., y:“) is set-valued U.S.C. on X*‘i: for each J’* in Y’“. 
(L6) a2Lo(x, .) is set-valued U.S.C. on Y*‘k for each x in X. 
A point 2 in X is said to be a local minimum for G: X+ fi if there is an 
open neighborhood U of 2 such that x in U implies G(x) > G(Z). 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Suppose L is a Lagrangian of type II which obeys 
(L 1 b(L3) and (L5). A ssurne (2, $*) is a &critical point oJ’L on X x Yzk and 
A is a homeomorphism. Assume (L7): there is a neighborhood VsK of 4;* in 
Y’” such that (-3, L”(-A *y*, $*) # 0.for ally* E V* f? dom g. if .? is a local 
minimum of J on X, then ~7” is a local minimum of g on Y”. 
ProoJ Since (2, 9’“) is a &critical point of L, from (4.14) one has 
,qi?, v^*> + z-y-A *JY*, J?“) = -(AT, JF). 
Thus from (L3) and Proposition 1.5.1 of [4 1 one has 
Let U be a neighborhood of a,Z#(--/i *9*, $*) in X**, iJ will be a 
neighborhood of 2. Then from (L5) there is a neighborhood w” of --/i *$* 
in 2:‘: such that 
a,<Ay W”, 3”) E u. 
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Let VT = (A *)-’ (--W*). Then Vr is a neighborhood of $* in 4”” as A ‘i: 
is a homeomorphism. Choose 1’” in V; ‘km If ++ty+/j *y”, j”) = 0 then 
g(y*:)=-= +m by assumption. If x E a,,-F”(--Azk~*, $*), then xE U and 
since ,.F(., v*) is convex and 1.s.c. on X one has -A*y* E J,L~(x, $*). 
Thus from (i) of Lemma 4.4 one has g(y*) > J’(x) > j-(Z) : g(p*). Hcncc 
pi: is a local minimum of g. 
CORoI,LA1IY. Suppose L is a Lagrangian of type II which obeys 
(Ll>-(L2), (L4) and (L6). Assume (-2, -v^*) is a &critical point oJL and A is 
a homeomorphism. Assume (L8): there is a neighborhood L’ of x in X wch 
that Zz L”(.?, Ax) # 0 for all .x in U n dom J u$* is a local minimum of g 
then J? is a local minimum oJ’J 
Proof: Just interchange the roles of x, y” in the proposition. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose L is a Lagrangian of type 11 which obeys 
(Ll)--(L8), let (.?, ~7”‘) be a %-critical point of .L and A be a homeomorphism. 
‘Then 2 is a local minimum off on X $J$* is a local minimum of’g on Y*.. 
ProoJ: This follows from Proposition 6.1 and its coroliary. 
In a particular case, a result similar to this was proven by Toland (see 17, 
Theorem 4.3 I). 
The conditions (Ll)-(L8) simplify considerably whenJ’has the form (2.6) 
or L has one of the forms (2.21). In particular, each of the conditions 
(L5t(LX) involve only one simpler functional. 
A similar analysis may be performed for anomalous critical points and is 
summarized by the following theorem. When we say H obeys (Ll), we mean 
I-I obeys (Li) with L replaced by H. In (L7) g is replaced by h. 
'hi:OREM 6.3. Let (2, 4;j:) be an anomalous critical point of L on 
X- x Y”, A be a homeomorphism und H be the corresponding Hamiitonian. 
fj” H obejls (Ll t(L3), (L5) and (L7) and p* is a local minimum qf h oy3 
Yzi: then .R is a local minimum off on X. 
[f H obej>s (Llb(L2), (L4), (L6) and (L8) and 2 is a local minimum oJ./ 
on X, then ,17”’ i.s a local minimum of h on Y”. 
When H obeys (Ll j(L8) then 2 is a locul minimum qff OIZ X ifs$“’ is a 
local minimum oj’h on Y”. 
Prooj: Since (a, J?+) is an anomalous critical point of L one has 
2 E a, H#(/l JFY”“, 5”). 
Let U be a neighborhood of r3, H#(A *‘y”*, 9’k) in X*‘*. Then, since N obeys 
(L5), there is a neighborhood W* of A*,F* in X* such that 
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Let V* = (/i *‘) ,I (W*), then I”@ is a neighborhood of j* and choose 
y* E If*. 
If a,HyA *9*, 9”‘) = 0, then h(p) = co from (L7). If 
x E 3, H#(ll *ylZk, y^*) then x E U and, from (L2), (L3), 
A *y E a, H(x, .$*). 
Thus, from (ii) of Lemma 4.1, 
But J’(f) = h(j*) < h(y*) so f(a) <f( x or .? is a local minimum of J -) 
on X. 
Similarly for the second part and then the last statement is a combination 
of the first two. 
7. THE DIFFERENCE OF Two CONVEX FUNCTIONALS 
The theory described in the preceding sections takes a particularly 
interesting form when J’is the difference of two convex functionals. 
Consider first the case where k, : Y + R and k, : X + l? are proper, convex 
and I.s.c. functionals, A: X+ Y is a continuous linear operator and 
f(x) = k,(Ax) -- k2(x). 
The Lagrangian of type I associated with this problem is 
(7.’ ) 
L(x, y”) = (Ax, 1’“) - k:(y*) - k,(x) 
and thus the Hamiltonian is 
(7.2) 
H(x, y”‘) = kf(y”) + k,(x) (7.3) 
and is convex on XX I’“, being the sum of two convex functionals. 
The anomalous dual functional associated with this is 
L 
h(y:‘:) = k;(/l *y;“) - kT(y”:). (7.4) 
This will be non-trivial if I’* E dom kf and /i*yai: E dom kf and the 
anomalous dual problem is to minimize h on I’“. 
A point (2, .i;*) will be an anomalous critical point of the L.agrangian 
(7.2) provided 
A2 E BkF(P”‘) 
and (7.5) 
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For this problem one may also construct Lagrangians of type II. In 
general, L: X x X”’ + R is given by 
L(x,x”:) = -(x,x*) + k,(Ax) -t k$(x”). (7.6) 
The dual problem is to minimize g on X* where 
g(y”) = @(x*) ..- (k, 0 A)* (p) (7.7) 
and a point @,A?“‘) is a &critical point of L provided 
,G* E i?(k, o A)(2) = A “’ i3k ,(,/ii) 
and (7.X) 
x^ E &q(p). 
When A ‘K is surjective, then L2: X X Y” + K given by 
L&Y, JJ*) := -(Ax, J’:‘;) --t k,(h) + k;(/l *j+) (5.9) 
is also a Lagrangian of type II. 
Now the dual problem is to minimize g, on Y:” where 
g,(y’“) = k;+l *y*) - sup [(Ax, ~9) - k,(h) 1 
x 
if A is surjective. 
(‘7. IO) 
Thus, when A and A* are surjtctive, this dual problem is exactly the same 
as that found for the anomalous dual problem associated with the 
Lagrangian (7.2) of type I. In deriving (7.4), however. we did not have to 
assume that A or A * was surjective. 
Moreover, when A is a homeomorphism, one sees that (& ?*) is a i.lM 
crit.ical point of the Lagrangian L defined by (7.6) provided 
and 
(A*)-‘.?+ E ak,(na) 
since k, is proper and convex. 
Comparing this with (7.5) one sees that if 
and 
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then (2, 3*) will be an anomalous critical of the Lagrangian (7.2) and 
($,a*) will be a a-critical point of the Lagrangian (7.6). Thus there is a 
correspondence between the critical points of these two Lagrangians. 
THEOREM 7.1. Suppose f is given by (7.1) and A, A* are surjective. 
Assume k,, k, are proper, convex functionals and h is given bjl (7.4). Then 
IY = int;J’(x) = a8 = inf,, h(y*). 
Prooj: From (7.4) one has that 
h(y*:) = k;@(/i *y*) _ kT(J~:L) 
= k;(A *y*) - sup [(Ax, ~7”) - k,(/lx)l as A is surjective, 
X 
= i$f L,(x, u*). 
Now 
One consequence of this theorem is that, under these conditions on J’ and 
A, (9’) has a finite value if and only if (,9”)) has a finite value. 
One might also consider the case where 
f(x) = Ux) - k I (AX)? (7.11) 
with k,, kz and A as before. 
The Lagrangian of type I associated with this functional is 
L:XxX*+.& where 
L(x, x”) = (x,x*) - kf(x*) -/<,(/lx). 
The associated Hamiltonian is 
(7.12) 
H(x, x”) = k;(x:‘:) + k,(Ax) (7.13) 
and H is convex on X X X*. 
The anomalous dual functional is 
h(x*) = -kf(x*) + (k, 0 A)* (x*). 
The Lagrangian of type IT associated with f is 
L ,(x, y*) = (Ax, y’“) + k*(x) + kT(-yY’). 
The dual problem is to minimize 8 on Y‘*, where 
(7.14) 
(7.15) 
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g(y*) = i;fL,(x, JJ8’) 
= k;k(+p) _ /q(.-/i 1:Jq 
For this Lagrangian the associated Hamiltonian is 
qy, Jl”) E -k2(,y) --- &y--p) 
and H is concave on XX Yai:. 
At a &critical point of L, one has that 
(7.16) 
and 
This time the dual problem using the Lagrangian of type IT is, in generak. 
somewhat simpler than the anomalous dual problem for h. 
When A is l-1 and onto, one has that 
h(x*) = k;((/i -- 1)“: s*) .._. k;k(s* j 
= g(--(A *)-‘x:l:). (7.18) 
Thus the two problems (,9”*) and (..P@) of minimizing h on A?’ and g on 
Y”; are equivalent in this case. This leads to the following result. 
THEOREM 7.2. Sqpose f is given by (7.111) and A is 1-I and onto. 
Assztme k, , k, are proper comex.finctionals und h is defined by (7.14). The11 
a = i;ff(x) = oB= it$fh(x*). 
Prooj: One has u = U* = infy+ g(y*) from Theorern 3.3. From (7.18) 
one has g(y”‘) = h(---A *y*) for all JJ *. Thus inf,. g(Y*) = inf,V. /2(x”‘) as A *’ 
is surjective so (x = azic = cz(* as required. 1 
Suppose now that X, Y are Banach spaces and k,. k, and A obey 
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Here i, V, I!, u and P are positive constants, and C, and C? are constant 
When these inequalities hold, the functional f’defined by (7.1 j obeys 
J’(x) > wlxIly- 0 llxll” + c,, (7.2( 
where C, is a constant. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let k,, k, be proper convex function&, f be dejined b, 
(7.1), h b)T (7.4) and X, Y be Banach spaces. Assume (7.19) hoZds wit, 
y > ,u > 1. Then 
Lim inf j(x) = Lim inf h(y*) = +a. 
1l.Y II-co Il.Y’ll-) 
Prooj From (7.20) with 1’ > ,U > 1 one sees that 
Lim inf j(x) = +co. 
llx II-- 
Assume first that ,D > 1; then K,(y) = < I(yI(Y+ C, is a convex functional or 
Y and K:(y*) = D, II y* (ly’ - C, , where y’ = y/(y - 1): D, = (y’)-’ (<I))’ 
and a = (I - y)-‘. Here I[ y” 11 is the usual dual norm on Y’“. 
Similarly K,(x) = o I(x((~ + C, is convex on X and K;k(x’kj = 
D, (lx* (IL - C,, where ,u’ = p/@ - l), D, = (,B’)~. ’ (a,~)’ and b = (1 -p) ‘. 
Since k,(y) > K,(y) for all y E Y one has KT(y*) >, kF(y*) for all y* in 
Y* and similarly for K,, k, . Thus 
h(y*) = k;(A:‘cv:‘:) - k:‘(y’b) 
>Kf(/l+p)-Kf(y”) 
= D, \\A “4’:” y - D, 1) I’* JIY’ + c,. (7.21) 
Now y > ,u implies ,B’ > y’ so Lim inf,,,PV,,,, h(y*) = co from this equation 
and (7.19~). 
When ,u = 1 
(7.22) 
COROLLARY. Assume .L h, k, ) k, as above rind (7.19) holds with y = 
,u > 1 and Tvy > o. Then 
L$n~$f~(x) = Lim infh(y*) = +03. I))” l/-:x., 
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Pi-OOJS. When 7 = ,u, from (7.20) one sees that Lim inf,,, ,,_* <I j(x) q = -i-or,. 
From (7.21) and (7.19) one has, when y =P > 1, 
From the formulae for I), , Dz one finds 
where IX = (1 -- 1~) ‘. This is positive provided &)’ > 0 as assumed. 
This theorem and its corollary say, essentially, that when k, T kZ. A obey 
c&mates such as (7.19) which guarantee that .f is coercive, then h will also 
bc coercive. One might, thus, expect tha.t such estimates wili also guarantee 
that (,P”) has a solution and the Lagrangian 1, has an anomalous critica! 
point. The following theorem indicates orxc such result, 
TJ~JEOJWM 7.4. Let X, Y be rejlexiue .Hanach spaces:, k, , k, be proper, 
convex jkictionais and suppose (7.19) holds with either 1, > fl > I 0: 
y :I: ,u > 1 and tvy > o. Let J’dejined by (7.1) und h by (7.4) be weukly lo;zw 
wni-canli~~uous, then (.Y’) und (.,YCti) haue solutions. Let .f be a ,s.rrlutiovl o/ 
(,ci”). ~7’~ be a solution qf (.U"-‘) then 
Ploc$ Theorem 7.3 and its corollary imply that J; and h arc coercive on 
X, Y’p, respectively. Since X, Y” are reflexive, and j; h are w.l.s.c. thm j: h 
atlain their infima on X, Yzi’, and this infimurn is finite. 
When (7.1%) holds, A and Ad’ are surjectivc so h(,r$‘) ==g,(~‘~). where g., 
is givcrl by (7.10). 
If 1 is a solution of (.U) and 9:” is a solution of (,.@) then (.<, 4”“) Es a 
global minimum and a &critical point of .A2 defined by (7.9). licnce, from 
Lemma 3.2, 
This kriticai point obeys 
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Since n and n * arc 1-1, one has 
2 E ak;(A *p> 
and 
Thus (7.5) holds as k,, k, are proper convex functionals so (2, j*) is an 
anomalous critical point of the Lagrangian defined by (7.2). I 
When X, Y are Banach spaces andfis given by (7.11) one has analogous 
results. Assume now that k, , kz, A obey. 
(4 k,(x)2~lI#‘t C,, 
(b) k-,(y) G CJ II Y IILl t C, 7 
(cl II4 G ” IIXIL II/i ‘“v” II< 1’ II Y” II 
(7.23) 
for all x in X, y in Y and ~j* in Y *. Here 5, v, ,u, o and 1’ are positive 
constants and C,, C, are constants. 
When (7.23) holds and j’is defined by (7.11) then 
J’G) > 5 IlxIIY- mJ’ IlW t c,, (7.24) 
where C, is a constan’t. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let k,, k, be proper convex functionals, X, Y be Banach 
spaces andS, g be deJned by (7.1 l), (7.16), respectively. Assume (7.23) holds 
with either y > ,u > 1 or y = ,u > 1 and < > ovy, then Lim inf,,.,,,, J’(x) = 
Lim infily+cu g(ll”:) = t co. 
Prooj: From (7.24), under the assumed conditions, one sees that 
Lim inf f(x) = +co. 
II3 IlPlfi 
Define K?(x) = cJIxI(y t C, and K,(y) = o II y(I“ + C, then k?(x) > KZ(x) 
and k,(Ax) < K,(/ix) for all x in X. Just as before, 
K;(x*)=D, JIx’~~IY’- C, 
and 
K;(y”) = D, 11 y” lJp’ - C, if y, P > 1. 
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Thus 
g(-y*) = k,(y”) - k$yA *y*) 
~D,Ijy”JI”‘-D,ilA~y*I/“+C, 
> DJy*!l“ -D$ /!y”I~“+ C,. 
When y > ,u > 1, then ,u’ > 7’ > 1 so 
L$rCif g(y*) = +a=. 
When 7 = ,u > 1, then y’ =,u’ and 
g(y*) > (D, - D, v”) Ii y* !jy’ + C, 
with D, ) D, defined as before. Thus 
D, _ D, vY’ = (y’) ’ .~a[& -_ <a~?‘], 
where a = l/(1 - y) < 0. This is positive whenever < > up7 and then 
Lim inf,,,.,.,, g(y”) = sm. 
When I= 1, just as in Theorem 7.3, one has 
jp(y”) zz +m if IIy*!; > 0, 
and sog(y*)=+o3 for Ily"ll>o ify>p. 
This result says essentially that if k,, k,, .4 obey the estimates (7.23) 
which guarantee that f is coercive, then the dual functional g will also be 
coercive. This leads to the following existence theorem for the dual problem. 
THEOREM 7.6. Let Y be a reflexive Banach space; k,, k, be proper, 
convex functionals and suppose (7.23) holds with either ;I > ,u > 1 or 
‘J = ,u > 1 and <v? > u. Assume g defined bJ> (7.16) is weakly lower semi- 
continuous on Y*. Then there exists a solution. $* of (.9*) and a* = 
g(y^*) = infxf(x) > --co. 
Proof. When (7.23) holds with 7 > ,U > 1 or y = ,U > 1 and <v’> u then 
Lim infiX;,+,f(xj = fro. From Theorem 7.5, one has Lim inf,,.,,_., 
g(y*) = +co. Thus (9*) has a solution and a finite value as g is w.1.s.c. and 
Y* is reflexive. 
Let y^* be a solution, then a* = g($*) = inf,. g(y*). From Lemma 3.2, 
since the Lagrangian L detined by (7.15) is of type II, one has that a * = a = 
inf,f(.u) as required. 1 
This result enables one to prove the existence of a solution of the dual 
problem even if there isn’t a solution of the primal problem (9). Upon 
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making more assumptions on .f and X one obtains the following analog of 
Theorem 7.4 in which one obtains existence for both (.9) and (..Y*). 
THEOREM 7.7. Let X, Y be reflexive Banach spaces; k,, k? be proper 
convex functionals and assume (7.23) holds with either y > p > 1 OI 
y = ,a > 1 and Tvy > u. Assume f deJined by (7.11) and g b.y (7.16) are weakly 
lower semi-continuous. Then (,V) and (<Y’“) have solutions. [f z? is a solution 
of (.:F), 3”: is a solution of (,Y*), then 
(i) a =f(a) = g($*) = a* > --a~ and 
(ii) (.f, iy:) is a Scriticalpoint of L with I!@,$*) = (1. 
Proo$ The existence follows immediately since both .fi g are coercive 
w.1.s.c. functionals on a reflexive space. The other results follow since L 
given by (7.15) is a Lagrangian of type II. 
8. EXAMPLE I: RAYLEIGR'S PRINCIPLE 
Let A be real symmetric y1 x n matrix. Rayleigh’s principle is that the 
largest eigenvalue 1, of A is given by 
(8.1) 
where (x, JJ) = Cy2, xi-vi is the usual inner product on F?” and S, = (U E II?“: 
(u, u) = 1 } is the unit sphere in II?“. See Courant and Hilbert 13, Chap. i] 
for a thorough discussion of this problem. 
LetB,=(uEH”:(u,u),<l}anddefinef:IH”j~by 
J-(u) = -(Au7 u> +x,&4 
where 
X&) = 0 if uEB,, 
=cO otherwise. 
The primal problem (,“P) is to find inf,.,,,, f(u). From (8.1) and some 
elementary analysis, one observes that the value of (9) is -A,. In general 
the functional f is non-convex. It is convex if and only if A is negative semi- 
definite (i.e., all the eigenvalues of A are less than or equal to 0). 
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There arc a number of different dual principles to (.V). Assume, without 
loss of generality, that A is positive definite, so there exists c > 0 such that 
where I/ u //I = (u. u). (If A is not positive-definite, consider pf -t- A 7 where ,U is 
sufficiently large.) 
Then J;(u) = -(Au. U> is concave on II?” and / is the difference of two 
convex functionals. 
(a) Use case I11 of Section 2 with n -A “‘qfi(~) =xn,(uj,, 
Thenf’,(nu)- --(/1zl,nu) and 
The Lagrangian L: Ilk?” x R” --) R defined by (2.24) is 
(8.2) 
This is a Lagrangian of type II. 
The dual functional g: R” + n is 
g(vP = S(v. c) + ,,th& (A “‘1.4, vj 
(8.3) 
One observes g(o) is finite For each I! in R”; it is C” on R” -- (O}: it is 
difference of two convex functions and g(l)) + CO as I/c // -+ co. 
The dual variational principle (9:) is to minimize g on P”. It is an 
unconstrained problem. 
(b) tJse case 111 of Section 2 with /1 = I,fz(u) = xII,(u j. 
Thenf’,(u) = -(AU, u) and (--fi)“: (a)= :(A -‘t;j. u). 
The Lagrangian L, : lV2” --) R defined by (2.24) is 
and is of type II. 
The dual functional g?: R” -+ fi is 
gh> = ,',"nf, [(u, v) ,t &,(U)l + +(A --'I!,> 11) 
=+(A b,t’j--/j~~ll. (fj5’) 
Again g?(v) is finite for each z’ in Iii”, gz is C’“’ on 17 ’ ...- (0 1, is the difference 
of two convex functions and g,(u) + co as /(c // + co. 
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The dual principle (*VT) is to minimize g, on IH” and again it is an 
unconstrained problem. 
From these constructions one sees that (9), (,.YT) and (.UGk) all have 
solutions. From Section 3, one would like to study the &critical points of L 
and especially its global minima. 
The analysis of the critical points off is well known, at least in a classical 
manner. See 13, Chap. 1 j. The results for g may be summarized as follows. 
THEOREM 8.1. Supose A is positive-dejinite and D is a critical point of g. 
Then fi is an eigenvector qf A corresponding to the eigenvalue 
I= f(AO, ~7)“‘; (I811 = 2 $? and g(C) = --I. 
zj is a non-degenerate critical point of g, !fJx is a simple eigenvalue qf A. 111 
this case, the Morse index of v^ is k lx ,I is the (k -I- I)st largest eigemalue 
oj-A. 
Prooj: Differentiating (8.3) one has 
s (v) =+-vi - (Au, ~1) --“’ 2 ai,iuj, 1 < i < n, 
I i 1 
where aii are the components of A. 
Thus if ~7 is a critical point of g, /I z?Ij# 0 and 
Al? = ;(A$, 27)“2 v^. 
That is, II? is an eigenvector of A corresponding to the cigcnvaluc. 
2 = +(A v”, $)“2. 
Take the inner product of (8.6) with fi, then 
21 = (AZ?, $)‘I* = 4 Ilfill’ 
or 
Substituting into (8.3) one finds that g(v^) = --I. 
Taking the second derivative of g at z, (# 0) one finds 
a zg x(V) = +si,i- (Au7 lj>-“2 aij 
I .I 
+ (Au, v--3’2 (,j, aikz’k) (l?, ‘.i/“,)’ 
(8.6) 
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‘Thus 
where zl has components Gi and we have used the properties of E.. 
Let d be the Hessian matrix of g at D and let V be the matrix whose 
entries are ~I?~fi,~. Then 
Let A, > A, > . . . > A,, be the eigenvalues of A and let {w’. IV’,..., I-L”’ ] be a 
corresponding orthonormal family of eigenvectors. These may be chosen s(i 
that 
(VW’), = it7 oiQ7; = 41, ,,‘:(&Ik, $). 
.,7 
vd = 0 if I+ k, 
= 41, ).$,‘k if != k. 
if 1 -f k, 
p / 
=---I+ 
2 
if i==k, 
so i; is non-degenerate iff Ak is a simple eigenvalue of A. 
Moreover, the Morse index of 6 is precisely k .--- 1 whenever D is propor- 
tional to the kth eigenvector I#. fl 
One may ask how do the critical points off and g correspond? Unfor-. 
tunately one cannot use the theory of Section 5 directly since I.. does not 
obey all the necessary differentiability conditions. ‘Nevertheless, one has the 
Ibllowing. 
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THEOREM 8.2. Suppose A is positive-definite with n distinct eigenvalues. 
The &critic@ points of the Lagrangian (8.2) are precisely the points 
f(Wk, -2 ,,hk wk) for 1 < k < n. 
The Lagrangian is minimized at f (NJ’, -2 ~~TMJ’) and 
L(lVI, -2 l/& w’) =f(*w’) = g(+2 fiw’) = -A,. 
Prooj: One observes from (8.2) that the Lagrangian is convex in u for 
each u and in v for each u. Thus 
and 
d, L(u, v) =A’/*v t. q&,,(u) for u in B,, 
8,L(u, v) = A ‘i214 + +J. 
Hence the a-critical points of L arc those points (z&v”) obeying 
1~ zz -2A "21d 
and 
-A 1!2v E ;jx,,(u). 
Thus u” obeys 2Au^ E @,,!(u”) and hence (Iu”)( = 1 and Au” =,~uu” for some ,u in 
F? from Schwartz’s inequaltty. 
Thus G is a normalized cigenvector of A and R “% =p Ji2u1, so 
$=-2/l “%. Hence the first statement holds. The second statement follows 
from Theorem 3.3. 
For the functional gZ and the Lagrangian LZ defined by (8.4) and (8.5) 
one has similar results. 
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose A is positive-dejinite and G is a critical point of 
gZ. Then C is an eigerzvector of A corresponding to the eigenvalue I= f (/ 011. 
v^ is a non-degenerate critical point of gZ lfll is u simple eigenvalue QUA. In 
this case the Morse index of G is k - 1 implies G = f21,w” where wk is a 
normalized eigenvector corresponding to the kth eigenvalue I,. 
When the eigenvalues of A are distinct, the a-critical points oJ’ the 
Lagrangian LZ defined by (8.4) are precisely &(w”, -2il, w”) for 1 6 k < n 
and the Lagrungian takes it injimum value of --,I, at *(IV’, -2/2, w’). 
Prooj: Differentiating (8.5) one has 
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Here u:.‘) are the entries in A . ’ Thus if u^ is a critical pomt of g, one has 
/Iz?/l#O and jA--‘u^=O/llGII. 
Equivalently 6 is an eigenvector of A corresponding to the eigenvaiue 
1 = // 27 /l/2. 
Taking second derivatives, one finds 
or 
where Y as before and H is the Hessian matrix of g, at zi. 
Just as before, the eigenvectors of H are {iv’,..., We} and if 1 .= A,( then 
_ ’ Wk 
2n: 
if I== k. 
Thus the critical point ~7 is non-degenerate iff 2 is a simple eigenvalue. The 
Morse index of L; is the number of eigenvalues of A greater than 2, so it is 
k ---- 1 and in this case 2 = Ak and fi = f231,~“. 
From (g.41) one sees that the Lagrangian is convex in in’ for each II and in o 
for each u as A--’ is also positive-definite. Thus 
and 
a,Jqu, v) = u + ;A ..- ‘0. 
Thus the &critical points of L are those points (li, fi) obeying 
--u E i&,(uj 
and 
u++A -‘u=O or Au =1 -fu. 
Thus u” obeys 2AzZ E C?&,(G). Just as in the last theorem this implies li is a 
normalized eigenvector of A but now 
8 = -2X$. 
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Thus the &critical points of L, are precisely f(wk, -~A,w“) and one 
easily verifies that L,(w’, -22, w’) = -4, as required. 
It is interesting to compare these dual principles with Rayleigh’s principle. 
First one notes that the dual problems are unconstrained variational 
problems for a functional which is always finite and is bounded below. 
The critical points occur in pairs at f2 flk& for g and at k2/l,wk 
for gZ. 
Also, both the norm of the critical point and the value of the functional at 
the critical point are functions of the eigenvalue lk only. 
Finally, the Morse index of a non-degenerate critical point tells one which 
eigenvalue and eigenvector one has and is analogous to Courant’s mini-max 
results for Rayleigh’s principle. 
One might consider the problem of generalizing this result to self-adjoint 
compact operators on a real Hilbert-space H. Assume C: H + H is a 
compact linear operator and ( , > defines the inner product on H. Let B, = 
(U E H: )I u/l < 1 } be the closed unit ball in H and define f as above with C 
rep1 acing A. 
If C obeys (CU, U) > 0 for any u(# 0) E H or if A #,uI + C, where p is 
suffkiently large that A is positive-definite, then one may define the 
Lagrangian (8.2) and the dual functional g as before with H x H replacing 
117” x IR”. In these cases analogues of Theorems 8.1 and 8.2 hold. 
To generalize the second method one must introduce A = ~ul+ C with ,u 
sufficiently large that A is positive-definite and then analogous results to 
Theorem 8.3 hold. 
9. EXAMPLE II: CONVEX PROGRAMMING 
The preceding methods may be generalized to cover the problems of 
extremizing convex or concave functions on closed, bounded sets in H” or 
extremizing continuous functions on closed, convex sets in E?‘. 
(a) Suppose k: IN”+ (-00, 031 is a non-trivial, convex function and B is 
a bounded closed set in II?“. The primal problem (,.q,) is to find 
a,, = sup k(x). 
x E II 
Define f: IF?” --t m by f(x) = -k(x) + xl,(x), where x,, is the indicator 
function of B. 
x&) = 0 if xEB, 
=CfJ if x&B. 
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The problem (-9”) of maximizing k on B is equivalent to the problem fCP) oL 
minimizing .f on II?“. 
Define L: [F?” -+ k? by (2.24) with A = I and X = Y = W”. Then 
L(x, J’) = (x, y) -t- k*(--4’) -+, x,(x) (9.1) 
and L is a Lagrangian of type II for (,V). 
The dual functional g: F7” + R associated with this L,agrangian is 
g(y) -j&) .-I k*(-y), 
where 
The dual problem (..“i”“) is to minimize g on I/!“. 
LEMMA 9.1. Suppose k is continuous on B. Then cl0 is finite and there 
e.xists A’? E B such that k(i) = a(, = supxClj k(x). 
ProqjI This is just a restatement of the fact that a continuous function 
attains its maximum on the compact subset B of IF?“.. 
I..EMMA 9.2. Suppose that B c (x E i;?“: jlx\l <MI and lhat k* obeys 
Then (.U”) has a finite calue a* and there exists 4: in R” such that 
Prooj: When B is bounded? j,(y) is finite for each J! in F?‘! and .jll(j>) > 
-42 /I y 11 when M as above. 
Now,j, is concave and thus continuous on Fi”.J”!’ is convex and kc. so g 
is kc. on IR”. 
When 1~“; obeys (9.2): then 
Lim inf + 
Il.Yll-~ml 
>M,-MM>. 
Thus g is coercive, so it attains its minimum on a compact subset. of R”. 
This minimum is finite since neither j,, not k* can be -co on a compact 
subset of IF?“. I 
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One may well ask when condition (9.2) holds. A condition that guarantees 
(9.2) is that k should be bounded on the ball of radius M,, center at the 
origin. 
When this holds, one has 
J’(x) < c + w(x,, 
where v(x) is zero if ijxll ,<M, and is +a~ if 11x1( > M, and C is the bound 
0nJ 
Then 
s*(Y) > -c + v*(Y) for all JJ in R”, 
=--C+M, IIYII 
as v*(v) = M, IJyll. Thus (9.2) holds. 
THEOREM 9.3. Let B be a bounded closed set in F?“, k: F?” + (---co, CD] 
be a non-trivial, convex function which is continuous on B and let the 
Lagrangian .L be given by (9.1). Then: 
(i) If (Y) has a solution 2, then a = --a0 = CI’~ is-finite. I’$ E ak(Z) 
then -9 is a solution of (,i”“‘) and (2, -9) is a a-critical point of L. 
(ii) rf (.V’“) has a solution ~7, then u = u’~ is jinite. lj’ 2 in B obeys 
j,(.F) = (2, y), then 2 is a solution of (.V) and (2, f) is a &critical point 
OJ’L. 
ProoJ (i) For any Lagrangian of type II, Theorem 3.3 implies that 
GI = aY’. From the construction off, one sees that (I = -a,, is finite. 
If 3 E ak(.?) one has k(Z) + k*(t) = (a, 9) and from the detinition of 
polars one has 
k(i) + k”(y) > (a, y) 
Thus f(2) = a implies 
u = -k(2) + x,(w?) 
= -(a, 3) + k”(g) + ,Y,#) 
or L(.?, -j) = a = u*. Thus (2, -I?) is, a global minimizer for L. From 
Theorem 3.3, -$ is a solution of (,:Y*), and also 0 E ijL(x^, -9) so (2, -9) is 
a &critical point of L. 
The proof of (ii) is analogous. One has 01 = L(* automatically and if JT is a 
solution of (%P*), then 
ux = g(F) =jH(yT + k’“(-y3. 
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Now from the conditions on B, one sees that for each y E R”, there exists 
x = 7’( ~1) E B such that j,( Jr) = (T(y), JJ>~ 
Let .C = ?‘(J?~ then 
g(yj = (2, 9) + k”(--y’) 
= ,qg JT) = (y:‘:. 
Thus (.?, ~3 minimizes I, on R”‘. Hence from ‘Theorem 3.3 I is a solution 
of (..V) and also (2, ~7 is a ii-critical point of I... 
Remarks. This theorem says essentially that if one knows that (.Y) has a. 
solution :? and a/@) # 0, then (tY*) has a solution. One condition tha: 
guarantees that i%($ # 0 is Proposition 1.5.2 oT 141, which essentially 
requires that x^ bc an interior point of the essential domain of k. If, however, 
one knows that (.“i”‘“) has a solution then (.U) automatically has a solution 
from (ii). Lemmas 9.1 and 9.2 provide direct conditions for (%Y) and/or 
(.4”‘k) to have solutions. 
(b) Suppose now that k and B are as in (a) but the primal probiem (../‘;I 
is ~0 minimize k on B. 
Define 1;: 12’ -+ b by 
F(x) = k(x) $- xn(xj 
and 1..: IliZ’ -+ R by (2.22) with A = I so that 
L(x, J’) = (x, y) -t x,,(x) - k”‘(y). (9.3) 
This Lagrangian is of type I, and the dual variational problem ( .P”:) is 
to maximize g on V7” where 
g(y) = in; (x, y) -. k”(j) -j&j -. k:“(yj 
and j, is defined as in (a). This functional is the sum of two concav.~: 
functions. 
LJ:MMA 9.4. L,et 13 be a bounded, closed set irz II?” and k: C?” -+ (-00, 00 1 
be Q non-trivial, 1s.~. convex fltnction. Then LT and Q* arefifinite and (.Yj has 
II solution. Suppose also that B and k* obey the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2, 
then (.Y”:j has a solution. 
Proof: Since k is 1.s.c. and B is compact, then n = inf,< /C(X) is attained. on 
B. Since k does not take the value -co, ~1 is finite. 
The dual functional g is finite for some ~7 in R”, so -- oci < 11’~ < u and thus 
ul’ is finite. 
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When B and k+ obey the hypotheses of Lemma 9.2, one has that g is 
U.S.C. and lim infli,,II+~ g(y)/1 y (1 < (M - M,) < 0. 
Thus g(u) + -co as (1 y IJ + co, so g attains its supremum on a compact 
subset of R” and (2”) has a solution. 
As is well known, if 2 is a solution of (.-Y)! 4; is a solution of (-isi’“), then 
(-?, 4;) need not be a saddle-point of the Lagrangian (9.3). When B is convex 
though, L does have a saddle-point and a = a*. 
(c) Suppose now that C is a non-empty closed convex set in R” and IV: 
R” + II? is a continuous function. 
Consider the primal problem (Y) of minimizing w on C. 
When C is bounded, u = inf.Y,, w(x) is finite and (,P) has a solution. 
Let F: 11-7 ’ -+ n be defined by F(x) = M’(X) +x,.(x), where xc is the 
indicator function of C. 
The polar functional x:(u) = sup,,c (x, ~1). 
The Lagrangian L: R ** --f m defined by (2.23) with A = I is 
L(x, 4’) = (x, 1)) + w(x) - x:(y). (9.4) 
The dual problem (..P*) is to maximize g on R” where g: R” --$ m is 
defined by 
g(u) = -xXY) - k*(-y). 
One observes that g is the sum of two concave functions and the problem 
of finding simultaneous solutions of (.V) and (.V*) is equivalent to that of 
finding saddle-points of the Lagrangian L defined by (9.4). 
The anomalous dual problem (YO) is to minimize h on R” where 
h:R”-+Ris defined by 
h(y) = (-w)~: (y) -x;(y). 
Here the functional h is the difference of two convex functionals while F, 
in general, is not. The following lemma says that (cU) has a solution when 
--MJ obeys the conditions of Lemma 9.2. 
LEMMA 9.5. Suppose C is a bounded, closed convex set in R” with 
(IxJI <A4 for all r in C. Suppose w is bounded above on IF?” and that _ 
Lim inf (-“)” (‘) > M > M 
I/Y lI”C IIYII ’ ’ * 
Then (<Y@) has a solulion. 
ProoJ One has that x:(v) obeys I$( JJ)~ < M II JJ II and x(” is convex. 
Thus it is continuous on R”. 
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From the definitions of polars, one sees that 
(---NJ)* (y) = slg,, ((x, y) i- W(Xj / 
is convex and 1.s.c. on 12” and (.-IV)* (0) = suplEI1,, )I,@) is finite. Thus 
(--IV)* is non-trivial, so h is non-trivial and 1s.~. 
Also 
from (8.5). Thus h is coercive so (,Y@) has a solution. ! 
From (9.4) the Hamiltonian for this system is 
11(x, 4’) q = /y?(y) -- IV(X). (9.6) 
This Hamiltonian is convex in ~7; it will bc convex in x only if ;V is 
concave. In this case, one can use the results of Section 7 to prove the 
following. 
THEOREM 9.6. Assume IV is concave on R”, then a = a? [I; moreover, a 
is Jinite, 2 is a solution of (9j and J?:” is a solution of (, VO), then (2: ,$* ;I [s 
an anomalous critical point of the Lagrangian (9.4). 
c also, Ii obeys (L5)--(L8) and (2, y’*) . [s an anomabus critical point of 
the Lagrangian (9.4), then 2 is a local minimum qf,fon C iJj’$+ is a IocaJ 
minimum of h on .R”. 
Prooj: When IV is concave on R”, then F is the difference of two convex 
functionals. Take X = Y = R” and /i = I in Theorem 7.1 and one has 
u = a@. 
The second part follows just as in the proof of Theorem 7.4 and the last 
part follows from Theorem 6.3 since the Hamiltonian (8.6) already obeys 
(Ll )-(L>4). I 
When 1~ is not concave, there appear to be many more possibilities. Some 
relatively obvious results are the following. 
L.EMMA 9.1. Assume that (2, 9) in Kin obeys 
4: E arc n a(+)(fj. (9.7) 
then (2, $j is an anomalous critical point of the Lagrangian (9.4). 
ProqJ If 9 E ax&?) then 2 E ;?xz(4;) since yC is convex. Hence, from 
(9.6), (~2, F) is an anomalous critical point. 
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COROLLARY. Suppose 2 is a solution of (,b) and (9.7) holds then IX’*< u. 
Proql: Since (9.7) holds, (Z, 9) is an anomalous criticalpoint of Z.,. Thus 
from the corollary to Lemma 4.1, 
h( 9) = f’(Z) = a. 
Hence 
10. EXAMPLE III: SEMILINEAR OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
Let X be a real Banach space and XZk be its dual with respect to a pairing 
( 3 >. 
Let A: X 4 X:’ be a continuous linear operator obeying 
(&u> > c IM2 (10.1) 
for all u E X and some c > 0. 
Define .T: X --t k by 
,.8(u) = gnu, u) $ f;(u), (10.2) 
where f2 : X --+ D is a given functional. Let the primal problem (,Y’) be to 
minimize ,F on X. 
Suppose there is a Hilbert space H and a continuous linear operator 
A: X+ H such that A = A’“A. 
Then 
.qu> = f,(h) + f?(U), (10.3) 
wheref, : H --) 6 is defined by./;(v) -= f(o, t:). 
f; is convex on H, so one may define a Lagrangian L: XX II--+ n by 
(2.22). Hence 
qu, u) = (Au, u) +f2(u) - f(u, u) 
is a Lagrangian of type I. 
(I 0.4) 
If the dual functionalJ’F is non-trivial, the usual dual problem (.V*) is to 
maximize g on H where 
g(u) = - gu, u) --f?(-A “%). 
It may well be thatf: is not non-trivial but that (-fi)‘k is, in which case 
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one could consider the anomalous dual problem (.ii”@) of minimizing h or 
where 
h(v) = - f(v, v) + (-f*)* (A 5). (I( 
When fz is concave and U.S.C. on X, one might try to define a duality us 
(2.25) or (2.26). When A is surjective, one could take .L: X X Fi + Iti wit1 
qu, v) = (Au, v) + f(h,AU) -t- (--fJk (--4%). (I( 
This time the Lagrangian is of type II and the dual problem (.i”*) is 
minimize g on H where 
g(v) = - gv, v) + (--f*)* (--A “v). 
This is the same as the anomalous dual problem (,Y@) defined by (I( 
with v replaced by -v. 
To illustrate the various possibilities we shall consider certain classes 
variational principles for non-linear integral equations. 
Let R be a bounded open set in II<” and X=1,“(Q) with 2 < p < 
Define G, : L2(Q) -+ L’(Q) by 
where 1, > 0 and G: Q x Q --+ H is a Lcbesgue measurable function obeyi 
(i) 6(x, v) = G( JJ, x) for all 3c, 4’ in Q, 
(ii) J,, jn G(x, ~1) u(x) u(y) & do? > 0 for all u E -I-‘(Q), and 
(iii) G, is a continuous operator. 
Throughout this section we shall use Lebesgue measure on D. 
We shall be interested in the variational principle obeyed by the soluti 
of the semi-linear integral equation 
h(x) + !’ G(x, y) u(y) dy + k(x, u(x)) = 0. (I( 
R 
Here k:l2 x IF?’ --+ It?’ is a Caratheodory function (see 14, Chap. IV. 1. 
obeying 
(K I) There exists C > 0, a E f. ‘(0) and 0 < r < co such that 
I k(x, t>l < C 1 I I” + a(x) a.e. on R for all I E IF?. 
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Define K(x, t) = J’I, k(,u, s) d s and p = max(2, r + 1). DefineJ,: Lp(Q) -+ rri 
by 
and .Y: LP(R) -+ D by 
T(u) = Q(G, u, u) + [ K(x, u(x)) dx. 
(10.9) 
(10.10) 
We shall show that the critical points of 7 on LP(Q) obey (10.8) and that 
under quite reasonable assumptions on K the primal problem (.U) of 
minimizing ,3+- on Ly(Q) has a solution. Then we shall study some dual 
problems associated with this primal problem. 
If C is a convex subset of a vector space, then a functionf: C -+ R is said 
to be quasi-convex if for each c in R, the set {x E C: f(x) < c} is convex. 
Consider the following condition: 
(K2) f2 is quasi-convex on LP(R) and there exist a C,, (# --co) such 
that 
f~; W, t) 2 Co a.e. on Q. 
LEMMA 10.1. Assume k, K obeq~ (Kl)-(K2). Then fz is bounded on 
bounded subsets of Lp(Q), it is continuous in the norm topology, weakly I.s.c., 
and G&eaux-differentiable at each point u in L”(O) with 
l&(u)(x) = k(x, u(x)) E L”‘(f2). 
ProojI From (Kl) and the detinition of K, one has 
IKb-,t)l<~lVt’+14x>tl, 
IJ;(u>l < la ICI Ill’ ’ ’ + I a(x)I u(x)1 I dx, 
where C, = C/(r + I). Thusf, is bounded on bounded subsets of L”(a) from 
our choice of p and the fact that a E L2(sZ). 
Suppose {u,) is a sequence in Lp(0) which converges strongly to u in 
f.“(Q). Then there is a subsequence {u,,,} such that ( un,} converges a.e. to u 
on a. Then K(x, u,(x)) converges a.e. to K(x, u(x)) on a as K(x, 0) is con- 
tinuous. 
From the dominated convergence theorem and the estimate on K one has 
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Lim,i,, I,, K(x, uRj(x)) dx = Jn K(x, u(x)) dx. Since the limit function u is 
unique, one has Lim,,, &(u,) = f*(u) orfi is strongly continuous. 
To show that f2 is weakly 1.s.c. it suffices to show that U,: = {U E fAP(J2): 
f*(u) < c] is weakly closed for any real c. 
Since fi is strongly continuous this set is strongly closed and J; is quasi-- 
convex implies U,. is convex. Thus U, is weakly closed. 
Finally, 
t-.’ jf2(u + tz!) -j;(u)] -I,, k(x, u(x)) u(x) d-v 
- 
! 
(I--'IK(x, (u + to)(x))- K(x, u(x)] - k(x,u(x)) u(x)} &. (I 
From the definition of K one has 
Liy 1. ’ IK(x, (u + fv)(x)) - K(x, u(x)) 1 I= k(x, U(X)) t(xj 
a.e. on -0 and from the estimates on k, K and the Lebesgue dominated 
convergence theorem one fnds 
b$ t-’ [f2(zl -t- II!) - f,(u)] = .[i, k(x, u(x)) rl@) dx. 
The fact that K(x, u(x)) E LP’(Q) follows from (K 1 j. 1 
THEOREM 10.2. Assume k, K obey (K I>-,(K2j and ,.F is defined b,v 
(10.10). Then .F is weakly Z.S.C. und bounded below on Lp(.C!). 
ProojI We have that $(G,iu, U> is convex on L”(Q) and non-negative 
since ,I > 0 and condition (ii) on G holds. 
Also this functional is strongly continuous as {u,,} converges to u” in 
L”(Q) implies {u,~} converges to u^ in L’(Q) and thus (G,u,} converges to 
G,,u^ in L2(J2) and thus in L”‘(0) asp > 2, 101 < w. 
Since it is convex and strongly continuous it is weakly 1s.~. on Lp@2). 
Combining this with the results of Lemma 10.1, one has that . .F is weakly 
1.s.c. on L”(R) and <Y(u) as,(u) > C, 1.0 1 so 1 F is bounded below, 
from (K 2 j. 
~OKOLLARY. Suppose that for some e > 0, there exists R > 0 such that 
<F(u) < a + E implies (Iu(l,, < .R where a = infz,..,,,,,.Y(u). 7%~ (.V) has a 
solution. 
ProoJ The set (U E L”(Q): I/ u (IP <R) is weakly compact as 2 < p < CX, 
so this result follows from the standard existence theorem. 
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Now we shall be interested in various dual problems associated with (,.-V). 
To use the abstract results introduced at the beginning of this section take 
H = L*(Q) and note that the operator G, is self-adjoint and 
(G,tu, u> > A 1141:~ 
The operator G,, has a principal square root G:‘* which is also a self- 
adjoint, positive-definite and bounded linear operator when 1 > 0. 
Let /i, be the restriction of Gi” to L”(Q). Then A, : Ly(Q) -+ L*(D) will 
be a continuous linear operator and one has that G, : L”(Q) --f LO’(Q) obeys 
G, = A.::A,, . 
Then ..-F: Lp(B) + k is given by 
wheref,(v) = j(u, v) as in (10.3). 
A Lagrangian associated with this is L: L”(Q) x L’(B) -+ R defined by 
(10.4) 
qu, v> = @.I% u) +J;(u) - f(v, v>. (10.11) 
The standard dual problem (,.U”:) is to maximize g on L’(B) where 
g(u) = - {(v, v) -fT(-A.fv). (10.12) 
To compute g one needs to compute f F. From 14, Chap. TV.1.2, 
Proposition I.21 one has thatfiK: Lp’(B)+ m is given by 
f”(v) = i, K”(x, v(x)) dx, (10.13) 
where 
K”(x, 1) = FLIP, (ry -. WV VI). 
From this definition and the basic properties of polars one has 
LEMMA 10.3. J’T is weakly I.s.c., conwx and non-negative on L”‘(D). 
Proof. Polar functionals arc automatically weakly 1.s.c. and convex. One 
has K*(x, t) > --K(x, 0) = 0 for all t, sofF(n) > 0 as required, 
THEOREM 10.4. Assume k, K obeys (Klb(K2) and g is deJned ~JJ 
(10.12). Then a* = SUP,,,~~(~) g(v)< 0 and there is a unique 0 in L*(R) 
such that g(G) = u*. 
ProoJ: The expression i(u, v) is weakly I.s.c. on L*(Q), so -g is the sum 
of two weakly 1.s.c. functionals, and thus g is weakly U.S.C. on L*(Q). 
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Also -g is the sum of a strongly convex functional and a convex 
functional so --g is strongly convex and -g(v) > +(u, uj > 0. Thus g has a 
unique maximum v and CL* < 0. 
The dual functional g may be written 
(10.14 
If/G1 is Glteaux-differentiable at 8 = --A,;$ in f,“‘(Q) and one has 
IIf’; = kyx, ,a(x)), (10.15) 
whcrc k”:: 0 x II? + R is some measurable function, then the fact that 
Dg(fi) = 0 implies 
---C(x) -t A., k”(x, Ml’(x)) = 0. 
Applying II-$ to this one sees that li’ obeys 
a.e. on Q upon usmg G,,, = AfA.,. 
Thus the critical point of the dual functional obeys an equation of 
Hammerstein type. 
Some other interesting examples of this duality occur in finite dimensional 
problems. Let X = X* = II = Iii” and A be a real-symmetric positive-definite 
matrix obeying (IO. 1) with c > 0. 
Let fz : II?” + IH be a continuous function and consider a functional .Y: 
IFi’ + K? defined by (10.2). The primal problem (,U) is to minimize I 7 
on I-? ‘. 
Let A :ZA’!~ be the principal square root of A and consider i.: 
It?” x !R” + II? defined by (10.3) so that 
L(u, u) = (A ‘%, v) - +(!I, 0) + f&4). (10.1’7) 
Let I/ I/,, 11 II2 and /I /Icxi represent the 1’, I* and I”‘ norms on IR” and 
consider the following condition: 
(Fl) There exist constants C,, Cz and p with C, > 0 and 0 < p < 2 
such that 
for all u in F{“. 
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LEMMA 10.5. Suppose A, f2 as above andf, obeys (Fl). If 0 < p < 2, or 
ifp = 2 and 2C, < c, then .F attains its infimum on IF?“. 
ProuJ We have assume that .Y is continuous, hence 1.s.c. on II?“. To 
prove existence, it suffices to prove that ..F is coercive. From (10.18), 
Thus if 0 <p < 2, Y(u) --t 03 as /IujJ, --) co, so (9) has at least one 
solution. Similarly if p = 2 and C, < c/2. 
When f, is convex, or quasi-convex, the usual dual function may be 
constructed using (10.4) and one can study the problem of finding saddle- 
points of the Lagrangian. Since these problems have been treated elsewhere 
we shall not go through the details here. 
It is of some interest, though, to construct some examples of non-trivial 
anomalous dual variational principles to which the theory of Section 5 
applies. 
Consider the following conditions: 
(F2) fi is concave and bounded above on R”. 
(F3) There exist positive constants C,, C, and y such that f,(u) < 
-C, 11 u 11; ,’y + C, for all u in IR ‘. 
When f2 obeys (F2), define ,U =.f,(O) and p = sup,,ciR,, fi(u). Then -f2 has 
a non-trivial polar with (-f2)* (0) =p and (-f2)* (IV) 2,~ for all ~7 in H”. 
Let h be the anomalous dual functional on R” defined by (10.5) with 
A * =A ‘I’. Since (--J*)* is non-trivial and convex, the functional h will be 
non-trivial and is the difference of two convex functionals. 
LEMMA 10.6. Assume fi obeys (F2) and (F3). Then (-f?)* is 1.s.c. and 
there are constants C,, C, such that 
where s = y-‘(y + 1). 
ProoJ One has (-f2)* (w) = supUER” [(NT, u) +f2(u)]. From (F3) 
(IV, u) + f,(u) ,< )I w/I, II u /I2 -- C, )I u 11;‘. ’ + C,. This right-hand side is 
maximized when )I u II1 = (11 rv112/(y + 1) CI)‘Iy and at this maximum it takes 
the value C, I( IV 11,; + C,, where C, depends only on y and C,. 
COROLLARY. Assume f, obeys (F2) and (F3). Then h defined by (10.5) is 
1s.~. on IR" and h(w) < C, IIA %II~ + C, - 4 IlrvII: with s = y ‘(y + 1). 
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Thus whenJ; obeys (F2) and (F3), the anomalous dual functional is ‘I 
defined. To show that the dual problem (S”) has a solution one gener; 
has to show that h is coercive or else verify the conditions of Theorem 
For this particular problem such analysis leads to the following results. 
Assume 
(F4) .I; is strictly concave on R” and L,im infllrr,,?+lx., --ST(u) = 00. 
(F5) ./2 is Ck on IR” with k > 2. 
From (F4) one has that (Ll ) and (L2) hold. 
A critical point of the Lagrangian (10.17) is a point (& i’) in IH “’ obey 
the system of equations 
and (10. 
A ‘j2z’ = -DJ;(u). 
Thus u^ obeys Au + J’&(U) = 0 which is the condition that u be a crit 
point of, Y. 
Similarly, from (10.19) one sees that D obeys 
A ‘i2t’ = -DJ;(A ‘12~‘). (10. 
When (F4) and (F5) hold, Lemma 5.1 implies that if (I& $) is a solutior 
(10.19) then r? is a critical point of the functional h. 
Naw 
in this case, so the assumptions of Theorem 5.3 hold. Thus one has 
following result. 
THEOREM 10.7. Assume f2 obeys (F4) and (F5). Let (~2, I?) be a solu~ 
of (10.19), then u^ is a critical point of.8 and G is a critical point of h. 1.2 
non-degenerate critical point of I Y @” fi is a non-degenerate critical point ( 
and i(G) = i(0). In particular, f either (%T) or (zVo) has a solution so c; 
the other and u = a@. 
Proof. The first two statements follow immediately from Lemma 5.1 
Theorem 5.3. Assume (..P) has a solution ii and ..9(u”) - a = inf,,. r+ .F 
Then G is a critical point of the differentiable functional .?-. De 
6 z A ‘/2C. 
Then ,4”‘fi=Au’= -Df,(zZ) as z? is a critical point of SF- Thus (2; 
satisfies (10.19) so G is a critical point of h. 
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From Theorem 5.3, if zi is non-degenerate then u’ is non-degenerate and in 
this case i(6) = 0 as i(G) = 0, so v” will be a local minimum. 
We must show that ~7 is a global minimum of h. 
For this problem the Hamiltonian H defined by (4.1) is 
and from (F4), H is strictly convex in u and v and 
as H is Ck on IR’” with k> 2. 
Thus (G, c) is an anomalous critical point of L so from the corollary to 
Lemma 4.1, one has u’ is a solution of (..Y”‘>, J’(u’)=h(t?) and CI = u@ as 
required. I 
When fi is not C2 on R”, one may still obtain similar results. A simple 
explicit example of these cases is the following. 
Consider the functional K: R ’ + IH ’ defined by 
where 0 < y < 1 and a, c are positive numbers. 
HereX=Ili’,A =(a)andJ,(x)=-cIxl’+? 
The Lagrangian L: HZ --f R is given by 
One observes that f2 is strictly concave and obeys (Fl)--(F4) and 
(-s,)* (y) = K Jy(‘y+‘)~y where K depends on C and y only. 
The anomalous dual functional is 
h(y)= Kla’:2~,I’YI ‘)!Y- ;y’ 
and this obeys inf,,, h(y) = CT@ < 0 and h is coercive on F? as 1 + l/y > 2. A 
simple check shows that a = inf,,, ,.9-(x) = CI@. 
The critical points of L obey i/%x = J’ and fiy = -c(y + 1) lxlYsgn x 
when 1x1 # 0. Critical points of a similar nature correspond. 
This example may be generalized in a number of ways to provide other 
variational problems for which the anomalous dual variational principles are 
well posed. 
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Il. EXAMPLE IV: CLASSICAL DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
Many of the best-known variational principles originally arose in 
mechanics. and their dual principles were derived independently by studyirrg 
the same system in different coordinate systems. 
Perhaps the most familiar example is the motion of a classical dynamical 
system, with a well-defined action integral. 
suppose .y: 10, 1 J x c, x C? + n is the (mechanical) Lagrangian of a 
dynamical system with n degrees of freedom. Then C, G IF?” and C, cl P”., 
and we have normalized the time interval to be 10, 1 I. The action integral is 
f(u) = .I.:, .qt, U(f), ti(t)) dt, (rt.1) 
where U: 10, 1) + C, is the function defining the position of the system at 
time t and G(t) = du(t)/dt represents the (generalized) velocities. 
For simplicity of exposition we shall assume C, = CZ = R”; that u(O) ::: 
~(1) = 0 (i.e., we normalize the initial and end points of the motionj a.nd tha.t 
Y/t, zl, U) = qu, Ii) - qt, u). (1 1.2) 
where T: IH” x IF-?” -9 ~ is a convex function in the second variable and 
E IO. 1 ] x It?” + II? is a well-defined function. 
Usually 
(11.3) 
with ai > 0 for all u E Iti”. 
Let X =: W:,‘I(O, 1); II-?“/. This is the set of all L.‘-functions U: (0, 1 I -+ ll;‘f 
whose components ui have distributional derivatives tii(/) which also lie in 
L 2(0, 1) and which obey u,(O) = ui( 1) = 0 for all i. X is a real Hilbert space 
under the inner product. 
(I4 u),,, = $, J;: (u,(t) Ui(f) + Ii,(t) tii@)] fil. 
Let Y, = L’((O, 1): IF?“) be the Hilbert space of all measurable functions 
U: 10, l] -+ R” which are square integrable on 10, I I. The inner product on I’, 
is defined by 
(u,u)z t7 -’ 
1 :, !,, ui(t) L’i(l) dt. .- 
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Let Y be the subspace of Y, consisting of all functions for which 
I 
I 
v,(f) dt = 0, l<i<n. 
0 
Let Au = du/dt, then A: W,‘,*‘[(O, 1); R”] + Y is a continuous linear 
operator; A is a homeomorphism with 
(A --‘z+ (1) = I,’ vi(t) dt 
and 
(A “v)i (t) = - 2 
so A is skew-symmetric. 
Let the primal problem (,9) be to minimize J’on X where f is given by 
(ll.l), (11.2) and (11.3). 
One can write 
f’(u) = w, Au), (11.4) 
where F is convex on Y for each u in X. Thus using case I, the (duality) 
Lagrangian defined by (2.8) is the functional L: X x Y + !? defined by 
L(u, v) = (Au, v) - P(u, v) 
=k \’ zi,(t) vi(t) dt - j’ T’@(t), V(I)) dt 
i-1.0 0 
-I 
1 
I’(& u(t)) dt. 
0 
Here F(u, v) = supyE Hn lCfT, zjiyi - T(u, JJ) 1 is the polar of T with respect 
to the second variable, 
?I 
= +x a,(u)- vf 
i-l 
when T is given by (11.3) and ai # 0 for 1 < i < n, u in R”. 
The dual varibles u introduced above are the generalized momenta of 
classical mechanics and F’(u, V) is the kinetic energy of the system at a 
particular point in position-momentum space. 
The standard dual problem (9”) is to maximize g on Y where g(t)) = 
infuex L(u, v). 
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When 7‘ is independent of u so that the coefficients ‘zi(u) in (10.3) arc 
constant, then 
g(v) = - [I T”(v(t)) dt - \’ (-V)* (I. C(t)) dt 
” 0 .o 
provided ti is in Y,. In general this dual functional is well defined if V(t, .) is 
concave on Iii”. 
When the potential V(t, .) is convex on Iii”, one introduces the anomalous 
dual functional 
= --- \’ 7’“(v(t)) dt + 1’ V’k(t, /f “(t)) dt 
0 -0 
whenever A *L’ = --d E Y,. 
From (4.1) one sees that the Hamiltonian of this system is 
H(u, v) = f’ T”(u(t), v(f)) dt -t- [I I’(& u(t)) dt 
” 0 . II 
and this is the integral over 10, I ] of the mechanical Hamiltonian. This 
,justifies the choice of (4.1) as the definition of the Hamiltonian. 
It is worth noting that Toland’s example 17 / of the heavy rotating chain 
has one degree of freedom and 
In this case the potential V is convex in u for each t and thus the 
functional I: defined by (I 1.4) is concave in U. 
Suppose one introduces the Lagrangian L defined by (2.26). Then 1,: 
X x Y+ Ifi is defined by 
qu, IV) = (Au, v) ,- .i,: i;$ dt + j“ P(t, C(t)) dt, 
0 
where b’(t, u) = (u’(t) -t 12)‘12 and thus 
vyt, v) = sup (uv .- df2 -t d(f)) 
I, E R 
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This is a Lagrangian of type 11. 
The dual variational principle (.“i”*) studied by Toland is to minimize g on 
Y where 
and his results on the correspondence of critical points of this functional are 
generalized in Section 6 of this paper. 
12. EXAMPLI:. V: NONLINEAR ELLWW PROBLEMS 
Variational principles for elliptic partial differential equations have been a 
major topic of study for a long time. For two recent reviews of these 
problems see Bombieri 12.1 or Scrrin 161. 
Throughout this section G is a bounded open set in R” with a smooth 
boundary 3Q and Wi*P(Q) is the usual Sobolev space as defined, for 
example, in 151. The norm on W:3JJ(fl) is 
p + + IDiu(x)~” dx, ,*, ] (12.1) 
where Diu(x) = &@)//Jxi and 1 < p < 03. 
Assume F: a x II?“+’ + R is a Caratheodory function obeying 
(i) I+, U, .) is convex on IH” for each (x, U) in Q x Iii and 
(ii) thcrc exist constants C, and C, such that 
IF(.G u, 01 < C,IllCll!: + I4”I + Cz 
for all ?c in R, (24, <) in R” ’ ‘. 
Let X = Wb*p(Q) and consider the functional f: X + IH with 1 < p < 00 
defined by 
J’(u) = I,, .F(x, u, h(x)) dx. (I 2.2) 
LEMMA 12.1. Supposef is defined bq7 (11.2) and F obeys (it(ii), thenJ 
is strongly continuous on X. Suppose also that whenever u sequence {u,, :
n > I} offunctions in Lp(12) converges trongly to a jimcfion u in L”(Q) then 
kt$ i, IF(X, u,,(X), h(X)) - F(X, U(X), h(x)) ] ddy = 0 
un@ormljl on bounded subsets oJ’ Wi,y(12). Then f is weakly I.s.c. on X. 
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ProoJ The fact that f is strongly continuous follows directly from (,ii) 
and the fact that F(x, ., .) is continuous on IRn~‘~’ for almost ail .Y using an 
analog of Lemma 10.1 (see also 14, Chap. 1X.3, Lemma 3.2 I). 
Suppose {U, : n > I} is a sequence of functions in X which converges 
weakly to 1.1 in X. Then (u,} converges strongly to u in r,P(J2) and /Iu,~/,,, is 
bounded. 
Let ..F(u, 0) = jfl F(x, U(X), Du(x)) dx. 
Then J’(U) = %F(u, u) and f’(u,) .-- *f(u) = .F(u,, u,,) - .F(u, u,,) -t 
..F(u, u,,) -.,F(u, u). Now Lim infn’,,,j [,.F(u, u,,) ---.F(u, U) 1 > 0 as .;F-(u, “) 
is weakly I.s.c. on X because it is convex and strongly continuous. 
Also Lim,.,,, I.F(u,,, u,,) -.F(u, u,,)] = 0 by assumption since (u,} is 
bounded on X. Thus Lim inf,, xj (f’(u,,) --S(u)) > 0 or f is weakly I.s.c. 
on X. I 
Let the primal problem (..y) be to minimize f on X. 
Let Y= Z,“(a; II-)“) be the real vector space of all functions u: ~2 ; 12” 
having their components ui@) in L”(G). Y is a Banach space under the norrr, 
1121 1 ’: = c \ lUi(X)l” dx. 
i-, -!1 
Let A: X-t Y be the continuous linear operator defined by 
Au(x) = (D, u(x), Dzu(x) . . . . . D,,u(*y)) = grad u(x). 
Let the pairing between X and X’k be 
Then ,J(*’ :z f+‘;-‘,“‘(Q) is a space of distributions and Y’$ .= L”‘(Q: !I?“) with 
p’ -=. IT/( p - 1). The adjoint operator ‘4 *: Y* + X*’ is defined by 
i 1 
where the derivatives are defined distributionally. 
With thcsc definitions, the L.agrangian given by (2.8) is L: X X I”“---+ 1; 
with 
I.(& 21) = (Au, 0) - sup 1 C Ui(X) IUi(X) - F(x, Al, 1V(h.)) d.~ 
IYC Y . 12 I 
==-_y (Au, zj) ---’ j_ F”(x, u(x), u(x)) dx, 
. R 
(12.3) 
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This is a Lagrangian of type I. The dual functional g: Y” -+ m is defined 
by 
g(v) = ii: L(u, u) = -I‘ F*(x, div v(s), v(x)) dx (12.4) 
I1 
whenever div u E L”‘(B). 
If L(., v) is bounded above on X for some ZI in L”‘(Q) one might also 
define the anomalous dual functional 11: Y* + m by 
h(u) = sup L(u, u). 
UEX 
(12.5) 
The standard dual problem (,.P”:) is to maximize g on Y’” and then the 
problem of finding solutions of (,9) and (9*) is equivalent to the problem 
of finding saddle-points of the Lagrangian (12.3). 
The anomalous dual problem (9@) is to minimize h on Y*‘. 
Assume that F has the special form 
(12.6) 
where (iii) there exist constants 11, C, and C, with 0 ,< y < 1 such that 
IK(x, u>l< c, IuI’+“+ c, on B X ID, 
and (iv) 17(-u, a) is convex on IF? for all x in Q. 
Take p = 2 in the preceding analysis and let fZ: X + n be defined by 
.fb) = - j;) K(x,u(-~>) dx. 
Then the anomalous dual functional h: L*(B; IR’) --* R is given by (see 
Section 2, Case I). 
h(u) = - +(!I, u) + sup 
[ 
(Au, v) - I‘ K(s, u(x)) d.x ) 1 (12.7). UEX . 12 
where ( , ) is th e inner product on L*(Q; II?“). 
Thus h will be the difference of two convex functionals on Y. 
It is somewhat more informative to treat this particular case using a 
Lagrangian of type II which yields some different dual problems. Before 
doing this, WC should note the basic existence results for (%“i”) when F is given 
by (12.6). 
THEOREM 12.2. Suppose f: W,!jT2(12) + m is defined by (12.2) and (12.5) 
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and K obeys (iii). Then J is strongly conttinuous and weakly 1.s.c. on 
WA7’(Q). In (iii), ly 0 < y < 1, or if y = I and C, is sufficiently small, then 
(Y) has a solution. 
Pro& From Lemma 12.1, f is strongly continuous. Suppose {u, : n > I/ 
converges strongly to u in L’(Q). Then 
kiz I, [P(x, u,(x), Dv(x)) -WY, 11, fi+)>l dx 
= Lim \ [K(x, u(x)) - K(x, un(x))] dx = 0 
n-x “0 
as .Z’(u) = j”,, K(x, U(X)) dx is strongly continuous on L*(B) when K obeys 
(iii) (see Lemma 10.1). Thus from Lemma 11.1, J is weakly 1.s.c. on 
X= W:.“(Q). Thus to prove (.F) has a solution, since X is reflexive, it 
suffices to show that f is coercive. 
Since R is bounded and JQ is smooth, Poincare’s inequality states that 
there is a constant A, depending only on Q such that 
\ /grad u(x)l’ d-x > A, jij u(x)” dx. 
*R 
Thus 
f.(u)~~~!~lU(x)2dx--C,j~1~u(x)~“~dx--C2iR~ (12.X) 
from (iii). When 0 < y < 1 and given c > 0, there exists C,(E) such, that 
j u(x)\’ ’ y < e / u(x)l” + C,(E) 
for all .Y in Q. Choose c = A,/4C, ; then (I 1.8) implies 
f(ll,>+~<, 14x)/*dx-Cc, IQI, 
where C4 is a constant depending on 1, ~ C, , Cz and C:, . Thus .J’ is coercive 
and so (-9) has a solution. 
When y = 1, f will be coercive provided 0 < C, < $I, I I 
Now consider the functional f”: L’(Q) -+ fi defined by 
&.l) = I’(u) if u E W~j~2(Q), 
=+a2 otherwise, 
==f,(u)-~q.4), 
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where f, is defined by 
f,(u) = i lo 1 grad u(x)l’ dx if u E IV:*‘(Q), 
=+a3 otherwise, 
and .Y is defined by X(U) = jn K(x, u(x)) dx. 
Let (,.P) be the problem of minimizing Son L2(sZ). One sees that (,Y?) has 
a solution iff (9) does and that the values of (9) and (CB) are the same. 
In the definitions of Section 2, take X = I’= L ‘(Q) and let A be the 
identity. Define L: L’(Q) x L2(Q)-+ fi by 
L(U, v) = 1 u(x) v(x) dx + f,(u) + sJY+). (12.9) 
. II 
LEMMA 12.3. [f K obeys (iii) and (iv), then L defined by (12.9) is a 
Lagrangian 0J’ type II for (,P). 
ProqJ: One has 
, E$2Ff>) Lb v> =.A@) - sup uv dx -X*(-tl) 
I~Ef.‘(D) I 
=f,(u) -x*“(u). 
When k obeys (iii) and (iv), then .Z” is strongly continuous and convex, 
hence weakly 1.s.c. on L’(Q). Thus ,X’(u) =.a’* *(u) for all u in L’(O) or .L 
is a Lagrangian of type II forR 
Just as in Section IO (see Eq. (10.13)) one has .GY*: L*(a) -+ !? is given by 
cT’k(v) =. 1) K*(x, u(x)) dx. i 
The dual functional g: L’(O) + R arising from (12.9) is 
(12.10) 
g(v) = ug,) u(x) v(x) dx + f,(u) 1 + 37 *(+I). 
The first term on the right-hand side of this is 
g,(v) = inf 
I uEW;*k2) R 
U(X) v(x) d-x + +I,, Jgrad us dx]. 
This is the Dirichlet principle for finding solutions of Poisson’s equation 
AU(X) = V(X) in 0 subject to U(X) = 0 on ~%2. 
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From the theory of elliptic boundary value problems (see 15, Chap. 8 1) 
this system has a unique solution u = -Gz: E WA.‘(Q) f-1 WZ32(B). 0ne may 
prove G: L’(Q) -+ L’(Q) is a compact self-adjoint linear operator wit.h 
(Gw. w) > 0 for all bv (Z 0) in L*(Q). 
Thus g,(ti) = - f(Gu, v) is concave on L’(Q) and 
g(v) =,X*(-v) - f(Gu, u) (12.11) 
is the difference of two convex functionals. 
The dual problem (.-?*) is to minimize g on L’(Q). 
THEOREM 12.4. Suppose g is defined bJ1 (12.1 I), then g is weakly I.s.c. 
on L”(Q). Zf K obeys (iii) with 0 <y < 1, or with y- 1 and O< C, < $I,., 
then (.:?‘*‘) has a solution. 
ProoJ .Z’*(-v) is weakly I.s.c. on L’(Q) because it is a polar. Since G is 
compact, g, is weakly continuous and thus g is weakly I.s.c. 
From (iii), 2.4~’ - K(x, zd) > uu - C, /u 1I-l Y- CT for all u in I!?. Thus 
sup iuv -I+, u)] > sup (UC - C, 121 Ii + y -. C,) 
UE$ ucR-( 
= c, IvI(’ +-y)fy- c2, 
whcrc C, = C,(JJ)/C;‘~ > 0 and C,(l) = i. 
Thus K’iC(~3 v(x)) > C, / v(x)1 0’ ‘-‘Vy,- C2 for all x in 52 and 
where we have used (12.10) and the fact that (Gv, ~1) < (l/Jr) ,)‘o IIJ(A-)I’ C/.X., 
where 1, is defined by Paincare’s inequality in Theorem 12.2 
When O<y<l, let q=(y+I)/y. Then q=I-tl/y>2 and for any 
C > 0, there exists a real M such that 
ILqq>clu/* +A4 for all t.1 in Iii. 
Thus 
g(v) > (C, C -- $ ( ln(x)j2 dx t- (C,M -- G2) If2 1. 
1 ” II 
Choose C sufficiently large that C, C > 1/2A, ; then g is coercive on L’(R) 
and hence (.9’““:) has a solution. 
When y == 1, then (y -t 1)/y = 2 and g will be coercive provitied 
C, > l/21,. Using the expression for C, one finds g is coercive precisely 
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when C, < 41, which was exactly the condition obtained in Theorem 12.2 
for f to be coercive. Hence the result. 
COROLLARY. Suppose K obeys (iii) and (iv), and in (iii) either 0 < 1’ < 1 
or y = 1 and 0 < C, < @, . Then the Lagrangian L deJned bJ1 (12.9) is 
bounded below on L*(R) x L*(Q) and there exists (6, v^) in L’(0) x L”(Q) 
which minimizes L. 
ProoJ From Lemma 12.3 one knows L is a Lagrangian of type II and 
from Theorems 12.2 and 12.4 we know that (,.?) and (,P*) have finite 
values and have solutions. Theorem 3.3 then yields this corollary. 
This corollary implies that (6, fi) is a i-)-critical point of this Lagrangian. 
That is, there is a solution of the equations 
u E a.P-0). 
Note that, in this case,f, is not GLeaux-differentiable at any point in its 
domain and .X’* need not, in general, be Gbteaux-differentiable but these 
subdifferentials are always well defined. 
It is also worth noting that the dual problem here is similar to the problem 
of minimizing .R defined by (10.10) with p = 2, A = 0 but with -G in place 
of G! Also Toland’s example, described at the end of Section 10, fits into 
this framework with n = 1, B = (0, 1). 
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